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Poldon Fairfield, a fourteen-year-old prince has no desire to rule, since his poor health has
convinced him that he will not live long enough to sit on any throne. Matters take a turn for the
worse when his father, the King of North Salvan, decides his oldest will rule the country where
Pol’s mother is first in the line of succession followed by Pol, her only child. Pol learns he has
developed a talent for magic, and that may do him more harm than good as he must struggle to
survive among his siblings, now turned lethally hostile.FANTASY - EPIC / SWORD &
SORCERY / YOUNG ADULT/NEW ADULT

Read as separate pieces, these conversations offer vivid glimpses of Walker's energetic
personality. Taken together, they offer a sense of her marvelous engagement with her
world.―Kirkus ReviewsReveals her humor, compassion and commitment to social change.―Ms.
MagazineWalker fans will appreciate this fascinating look at the writer and
personality.―Booklist[A]n exceptionally unusual biography . . . a gentle testament to interviewing
and rich conversation.―Detroit Metro TimesAbout the AuthorAlice Walker is one of the most
prolific writers of our time, known for her literary fiction, including the Pulitzer Prize-winning The
Color Purple, her many volumes of poetry, and her powerful nonfiction collections. Her advocacy
for the dispossessed has spanned the globe. She lives in Northern California.Rudolph P. Byrd is
a professor of American studies and the founding director of the James Weldon Johnson
Institute at Emory College.
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TheDisinherited PrinceDisinherited Prince SeriesBook OneByGuy AntibesMap of the Continent
of EastrilIn the world of PhairoonThe Disinherited PrinceChapter One~The old warhorse
plodded along the forest floor, its hooves making loud thuds as it plunged further through the
thick trees. A man dressed in soiled but soft leather clothes guided the animal, with two boys,
just reaching adolescence, clutching to him and each other. One of the boys shared the dark
brown hair of the man, but the other boy, a bit younger and slighter, had light hair, nearly
colorless.A column of sunlight lit up a clearing, sending away the cool dankness of the forest.
The man, skin brown and creased from a life spent outside, reined the huge horse to a stop.“You
two jump off. We have to be back at the castle tonight, or your father will have my head on a
pike,” the man said to Pol, the light-haired, younger boy. He slapped the older boy’s leg. “Paki,
you untie our things, and Poldon, you can find some firewood. I’ll want a fire going in half a
turn.”Pol looked up at the sun to determine the time. He stumbled on a fallen branch and picked
it up, bringing it to the fire ring that had been used by many campers in King Colvin’s forest. He
and his friend had shortened his name to Pol. Prince Poldon came at the tail end of King Colvin’s
children, with a different mother and with a fragile constitution. Pakkingail was the son of Siggon
Horstel, the King’s gardener, an ex-soldier, and everyone had shortened Pakkingail’s name to
Paki.Pol looked at Paki, who led the horse to a rock bench, which he climbed to untie their
supplies. Pol and Paki had worn backpacks to carry their personal things. Paki looked over and
grinned. It was a beautiful day in late spring, and both boys were anxious to get out and enjoy
the weather.Gathering dead branches at this time of year proved to be a quick and easy task.
Before long, a fire was crackling.Siggon looked long at Pol. “You’re not overtired, Pol?” Poldon
insisted on no honorifics when they were alone in the woods.“I feel fine,” Pol said. Not quite true,
but the boy wasn’t fatigued, just tired. At least he wasn’t out of breath. Last year at this time he
might have been. He had grown just a bit, and that seemed to have given him a little more
strength and endurance. “I am hungry, though.”“We’ll let this fire burn for a bit.” Siggon examined
the fire ring and tossed a few of the bigger pieces of wood on the fire. “Let’s check around for
evidence of game in the area.”Pol liked the fact that Paki’s father would always turn a visit to his
father’s hunting preserve into a classroom for woodcraft. He knew that his two older brothers
had never bothered to learn anything about survival. Pol knew he picked things up better and
faster than his siblings, but that didn’t gain him any respect, just more enmity.“Something large
recently came this way,” Pol said as they walked in the forest.“Why do you know that?” Siggon
said, kneeling down at the sign that Pol had noticed.“The leaves have been turned over, and the
darker leaves are still damp.”Siggon nodded. “Is that right, Paki?” He looked at his son who had
been whittling on a dry branch while they walked.Paki scratched his head. “I think so.” His face
turned red with embarrassment, since it was obvious to Pol that he hadn’t been paying attention.
Paki used the pointed end of his work to disturb the leaf-covered ground. “If it was a smaller
animal, there might not be any leaves turned over, certainly nothing as large as that.”“Good



recovery, lad,” Siggon smiled. Seemingly, Paki’s antics never failed to amuse his father. “Can you
find the direction that the animal went?”Pol gave it a try, but Siggon showed them how to read
the pattern. “Of course, if this was bare dirt, you wouldn’t have as hard of a time, but you can’t
always rely on an easy way to track something, except for clumsy humans. They are always
easier to track. You don’t want a vicious animal circling back and attacking you.”The words struck
a chord within Pol. Siggon looked at him and nodded. His statement held more meaning, and Pol
knew it had to do with tracking non-clumsy humans, as he had immediately thought of them. Pol
nodded his head once to Siggon to let him know that the message had been received. Pol had
to be wary of the humans with whom he interacted. Paki was back to slicing the bark and nubs
off of his stick.Back at their day camp, the coals looked perfect, so Siggon removed a long, thin
package from their bag. He unwrapped a damp cloth and waxed paper, revealing chunks of
marinated meat speared on thin metal rods. “Our meat course,” Siggon said. “We can start with
some bread and cheese. One of my wife’s helpers put together a savory spread.” He laid out a
small ceramic pot and a knife.Pol sliced the bread, and Paki used the back of a spoon to smooth
out the spread. Both of them laughed at each other as they took big bites of the bread.“Do you
want some?” Pol asked Siggon who shook his head.“I’m not one for that kind of thing. You boys
enjoy,” Siggon said as he turned the meat.It had begun to sizzle, and the sound and smell of the
meat made Pol wolf down the bread. He didn’t like the spread very much, anyway. He just
watched the meat cook as the light breeze pushed the aroma of cooking meat his way.Paki
groaned and clutched his middle. In a moment, Pol’s stomach began to churn.“Something’s
spoiled!” Siggon said. “Quickly! Put your finger down your throats and throw it up.”Pol didn’t want
to vomit, but his stomach began to spasm, and he could feel his heart begin to beat in his ears.
Paki had successfully brought the bread and spread up, and that made it easier for Pol to
duplicate the action.“Water, Paki,” Siggon said. “You, too, Pol.”Both of them drank water and
Siggon made them bring that up too. He eyed the pot of savory spread and wrapped it up in the
damp cloth that once held the meat skewers. “Do you feel any better?”Paki nodded, but still
looked pale. Pol shook his head. “I’ve got a headache now.” He lay down on the soft floor of the
clearing and used his backpack as a pillow.Siggon took a piece of meat off one of the skewers.
“Mmmm. You two don’t know what you are missing.”Pol rolled his eyes. “I don’t want to taste it
twice,” he said, smiling weakly.Kneeling at Pol’s side, Siggon said, “Good lad. We’ll let both of
you rest up for a bit.”The young prince didn’t like the look on Siggon’s face, but he didn’t like
feeling so awful either.~Amonna Fairfield, youngest daughter of King Colvin, the monarch of
North Salvan, stood still at the side of a door leading into her sister’s rooms in the castle. She
leaned towards the door to hear her sister, Honna, talking to her middle brother Grostin.She
heard Grostin laugh. “Serves the little twit right.”“Aren’t you being a little harsh?” Honna said.
Amonna didn’t hear any compassion in her sister’s voice.“Pol needs all the harshness we can
give him. I hope he dies,” Grostin’s voice chilled Amonna. Such a casual disregard for his half-
brother. Why would Pol be dying? She still wanted to know.“Poisoning is sometimes an inexact
art,” Honna said. “You want him to suffer, but not to die, right? That way he’ll remember your act



of kindness for years.”“Years!” Grostin barked out a single laugh. “Pol doesn’t add to our family.
He only detracts, doesn’t he?”There was a pause in the conversation, so Honna must have
nodded or something.“Well, you’ve certainly covered your tracks nicely using the kitchen
assistant,” Honna said.Grostin chuckled. “Isn’t it, though? Once I caught him with the ostler’s
wife, he was mine to command. I felt just like father, ordering my minion to put something less
than nourishing in their food bag. I can picture them all writhing in pain in the forest…”That was
all that Amonna needed to hear. She quietly withdrew from the door and raced to Kelso
Beastwell’s office in the North Building, where he oversaw the King’s Guards.“What is all this
fuss?” Kelso said, as Amonna ran into his office.She felt her lungs were about to burst. She
never remembered running so fast for so long. “Pol has been poisoned. He’s with Siggon Horstel
and his son in the King’s Forest.”Kelso shot to his feet. “How did you find this out?”Amonna kept
her mouth shut, her eyes pleading with Kelso.“Never mind. I’ll send out men to find them. There
is a clearing that they generally frequent. You will excuse me,” he said, leaving Amonna, her
chest heaving, leaning with both hands on the Chief Guard’s desk.~Pol’s eyes began to droop.
He realized that all the poison in his system hadn’t been purged. He looked up at Siggon’s
concerned face. “Am I going to die?” Pol said.Siggon shook his head. “Not yet.” He looked back
at his son, eyes closed and looking pale. “I can’t get both of you to the castle. I didn’t bring the
tools to make a travois, but we will have to make do.”Pol could see the war waging in Siggon’s
mind play out on his face. He struggled to raise his arm and touched Siggon. “Take Paki.”Siggon
shook his head, but then he turned it towards the forest. “Riders!” He rose to his feet to greet the
newcomers. Pol twisted his head to see five men dressed in the livery of the Castle Guard
entering the clearing.“I’ve got two sick boys,” Siggon said.“Poisoned, we hear. Why are you
unaffected?” one of the men said.“One of the cook’s helpers offered a pot of savory spread. I
don’t like the stuff, but it’s either that or the loaf of bread. I saved the pot, so we’ll have the Court
Magician take a look.” Siggon wiped his brow. “I’m glad you’re here. I hadn’t yet figured out a way
to get the boys out of the forest by myself. I’ll take the prince if one of you will grab my son.”Once
they were all mounted, they headed back to the castle. Pol sat in front of Siggon on the big
warhorse. He looked ahead of him and realized that he couldn’t focus properly. If he shut his
eyes, his body hurt more. The forest opened up and the road straightened out.Pol blinked in the
direct sunlight, and that made his head pound in pain. He closed his eyes, but that only made
things worse, so he returned to his squint. Even that seemed to take too much effort. The fact
that the farmlands were mostly plowed, broke through the haze affecting Pol’s mind. Gradually
Borstall’s outer edges passed Pol’s view. He found that the range of his vision began to contract,
since the pain in his head and in his body continued.He felt as much as heard the clatter of
hooves on the cobbled streets as they finally reached the castle. Arms pulled him off of Siggon’s
horse and the knowledge that he had made it home filled him with such relief that he lost
consciousness.~The voice of Pol’s father broke through. He lifted his eyes, seeing a blur in front
of him. He blinked the vision clear and looked up into eyes of his father, the King of North Salvan.
His father looked to the right, and Pol followed his eyes to find Malden Gastonia, the Court



Magician, standing on the side of his bed.“You really think it was poison?”Malden lifted the
savory spread pot. “That’s what it is. This particular poison is rarely fatal, but with two young boys
slathering huge amounts of it on their bread, they each ate a healthy dose. With Pol’s
constitution, I’m rather glad he pulled through. If Siggon hadn’t made the boys puke most of it up,
we might be burying one or both.”“He is out of danger, then, eh?” King Colvin nodded. “Good,
then. I have things to do.” He patted Pol’s foot. “Glad to have you back, boy.” The king turned and
left the room.Pol tried to sit up, but his efforts were futile. He’d often experienced severe
weakness before, but somehow this was the worst he’d ever felt. “What day is it?”“You ate your
poison yesterday. It’s just past midday, and you woke up to the one and only appearance of your
father. Your mother spent the night, but you seemed to improve overnight, so I sent her to
bed.”“But why are you here? You’re not a healer,” Pol said to the Court Magician. Pol knew the
magician well enough to think of him as Malden, but he never had much to do with the man. All
magicians seemed mysterious to him, since they were traffickers in secret knowledge and had
special abilities.“I don’t usually interfere with the healers, but your mother asked, since she
knows I have some talent using my power to help people. Siggon came last night to take Paki
home. He can finish his recovery there.”“Who did this?”“I know, but I won’t tell you. Take care of
yourself. I’m afraid this may be an escalation of your troubles here at the castle. This goes
beyond a mere prank.”The ‘prank’ description told Pol all he needed to know. He stared at
Malden. This was the first time the magician had ever admitted to knowing the chronic troubles
Pol had with three of his four siblings. “Tell me.”Malden shook his head. “Let us say, you know the
perpetrator, and there is nothing that can be done.”“Grostin or Landon, then. Landon would
probably have sent assassins with arrows or swords, but Grostin…” Pol looked up at the
magician. “You don’t have to tell me.”Malden shrugged. That was good enough for a yes for Pol.
He sat back and closed his eyes. Grostin, Landon, Honna. Any of the three would be capable of
such a thing. He didn’t think they would go so far, and that disappointed him. It seemed that they
had finally decided to raise their antagonism to a higher level.Pol felt isolated and alone, but not
for the first time.“How is your patient, Magician?” Amonna said, tiptoeing into the room. She saw
Pol’s face and smiled. It looked genuine to Pol. “Oh, you’re awake. That’s a good thing. I was very
worried about you.”Malden sighed. “He could have died. Luckily, Siggon made the boys throw up
their dinner. It saved Pol’s life.” The magician looked intently at Pol. “His physical condition could
stand some improving, but we don’t have an appropriate healer in Borstall.”“What’s an
appropriate healer?” Amonna asked. She flipped her long, dark hair back and pushed it behind
her ears. Honna, her older sister, had already taken to wearing her hair up like the older women
in court.“There are a few good Healing monasteries that have combined magic with healing to
achieve remarkable results.” Malden patted Pol’s arm, making Pol feel like some kind of pet. “You
should spend some time in one, I think.” Malden said.Pol thought that Malden had more to add,
but the magician looked at Amonna as if there was more to be said, but not in her
presence.“Thank you for coming to visit,” Pol said, changing the subject away from magical
healing. “I heard you called on Kelso Beastwell to find us.”Pol noticed a faint smile on Malden’s



face. She must have found out that Grostin had done something. Pol still didn’t think that
Landon would do anything so sneaky.“A rumor in the kitchen. I, uh, went there after dinner for a
snack and overhead the cook’s helper admit to a prank.” She turned red while she said it.Pol had
long known that she did not lie well. “Grostin was behind it, wasn’t he?”Malden gave Pol a dirty
look, while Amonna looked trapped.“He was, wasn’t he?”“I can’t say…” Amonna looked out the
window and then turned around. “I can’t say who did it. Can you, Malden?”The magician shook
his head. “No one told me Grostin had anything to do with it, as far as I know.”Pol looked at
Malden. The magician’s face was devoid of emotion, but that didn’t fool him. Pol decided he’d
have to give up and not say any more. Amonna was his only friend among the other siblings, and
she had just proven that she couldn’t be as open as she had been in the past, but she had come
to visit. She didn’t have to do that.“No matter who did it, I’m glad you are here. I just woke up
when Father visited. I do feel better. My whole body ached before I finally went under, riding on
Siggon’s horse through town.”“Poor dear,” Amonna said. She moved to the bed and put her hand
on Pol’s forehead. “Still a little warm?” She looked over at Malden who nodded. “I suppose I’ll
leave you to your recuperation. You do know what that word means?”Pol rolled his eyes. He
suspected that he had a better vocabulary than any of his brothers and sisters. Mistress Farthia
Wissingbel had said so, and he believed her more than he did Amonna at the moment. He
watched her go. She turned and gave him a little wave before disappearing into the corridor of
the infirmary.Malden clicked his tongue. “That wasn’t very nice of you, putting Princess Amonna
on the spot like that. You may be right, but it is impolitic for you to say it to her.” Malden smiled
craftily. “You do know what impolitic means?”Pol shook his head. “I learned the word last year. I
learned a lot of words last year. I suppose I’m learning more than words this year.”“Indeed you
are, young prince. Learn all you can about North Salvan and the Empire this year.” Malden raised
his hands when Pol made an ugly face. “I’d spend less time around your friend Paki and more
time with Farthia Wissingbel. Just my opinion.”Pol pouted, just a bit, and said, “You can keep
your opinions to yourself.”“I usually do,” Malden said, smiling.~~~Chapter Two~“Mother,” Pol
said, standing as Queen Molissa, his mother, walked into his rooms.She waved her hand. “Sit
down. I’ve come to see how you fare.” His mother looked happy. Her face showed a sheen of
sweat and was still a bit ruddy from being out in the sun. She must have just come back from
delivering alms.“You’ve been busy helping others. They need help more than I do,” Pol said. He
laid a book about the origin of the Baccusol Empire on the reading table. “I’d like to go with you
again, but I’m not back to full strength yet.”He knew he still looked pale, and just getting ready for
the day still tired him. He had thought his strength was on the mend before he took that poison,
and now he felt more like he had when he was younger. He felt like an invalid again, and that had
put him out of sorts until his mother’s presence brightened up his day.“You need to get out and
play with Paki more. That boy helped put life into you.”Grostin’s role in taking life out of him was
left unsaid. “He did. Malden Gastoria said I shouldn’t be playing with him, and that I should
study.”Molissa leaned over to read the title of the book that Pol had been reading. “That will put
you to sleep. It worked wonders to do the same to me when I was a young girl. Quite a bit has



happened since that was written.”“I suspect there is much more to come,” Pol said. “There
always is, but the Empire is still here after all the centuries.”Molissa sighed. “I’m not sure that is a
good thing, if you ask me.” His mother had been politely requested to marry one of the kings or
princes of the Imperial kingdoms shortly after her parents died in an epidemic in the country of
Listya far to the west of North Salvan. She had chosen Prince Colvin, a recent widower with four
small children. Pol never really knew how her mother felt about it.Pol nodded.“I’m worried for you
and worried for us, I’m afraid,” she continued. “I suspect the poisoner was paid by one of the
siblings—”“Grostin, I’d guess,” Pol said.“You are probably right, and that means there is nothing
you can do.” Molissa sighed. “There’s nothing I can do. We only have limited power in this
place.”“Do we have any power?” Pol asked.She shook her head. “Not much. You are my heir and
next in line for the Listyan throne, but that will never happen. Your father mentioned yesterday
about appointing Landon as vassal-king of Listya, replacing the current regent, another one of
your father’s cronies. You and I represent a threat to Colvin’s other children. Once Colvin gets a
notion, he just lets it grow and grow. I think this is one of his grander ones.”“But what does Father
think about their activities.”Molissa sighed again. “Boys will be boys. That’s a clichéd saying, but
I think he thinks their treatment of you is fair game. At some point, I worry about your safety in
this castle if the King gets obsessed with putting Landon on my throne.”“I thought you and Father
got along.”“That is the sad part. We really do. He’s grown to care for me as I have for him. It’s the
children from his first marriage that work to drive us apart,” Molissa said, fingering the hem of a
sleeve. “I shouldn’t be boring you with all this depressing talk. It will only serve to keep you from
getting your strength back. Being strong is more than just physical strength. It’s also the power to
endure hardship.” Molissa laughed. “That’s coming from a Queen living in a castle. You should
see how the common people live.”“I have,” Pol said. He’d accompanied her mother in her alms-
giving expeditions a few times.She nodded her head. “Hardship is not just a lack of money. It
can be a lack of many things. Respect, trust, love. You have to endure envy and jealousy on the
part of people who would seek to put themselves above you.”“They are above me. We’ve talked
about this before,” Pol said. Her preaching sometimes got boring, and this was one of those
times. It made Pol yawn.“Oh, I’ve been taking you away from your rest.” She got to her feet. “I’ll
be back. I’ll instruct the cook to send your evening meal here.”“Will it be poisoned?”Molissa
laughed. “I assure you it won’t be since I’ll taste it first myself.”Later that evening, Pol heard a
knock at his door. ‘Dinner,’ he said to himself. He rose to the door and opened it up.“I heard you
might be hungry,” Paki said. He had dressed as a servant, rolling a wooden trolley into Pol’s
rooms.“You’ll need to watch me eat, so I don’t get poisoned,” Pol said, not able to suppress a
grin.“That didn’t work so well the last time we ate together, did it?”Pol shook his head. “My
mother said she’d taste it first to make sure my dinner was digestible.”Paki laughed. “Only you
would say digestible. Everyone else would say fine or something.” He removed the cloth covering
the trolley, revealing two plates. “One for you and one for me.”That was enough to get the boys
eating. Pol wasn’t very hungry, but he managed to keep up with his friend.“So Prince Grostin did
it?” Paki said. “That’s what my dad thinks, but don’t you tell anyone he guessed. His life wouldn’t



be worth a clod of dirt.”Pol nodded. “There’s nothing we can do but be vigilant. Actually, there’s
nothing I can do. We will need to forget the incident. My father brushed it off. Amonna didn’t
admit it was Grostin, but I could tell. Landon would come at me with a bare sword, if he was
brave enough.”“To fight a fourteen-year-old boy? He’s six years older than you and is the size of
a full-grown man.”“I know. He’s more like the King, but Grostin… who knows who he is like.
Malden Gastoria?”Paki shook his head. “The Court Magician is a reasonable person and doesn’t
let his emotions take over, so my Dad says.”“Grostin isn’t particularly emotional. He is cold and
calculating. He scares me more than my other siblings.” Pol stirred the remaining food on his
plate.“Yeah,” Paki said. “Sneaky. The kind of person who wouldn’t think twice about stabbing you
in the back.”Pol looked up from his meal. “Or poisoning a treat.”Paki nodded. “So where do we
go from here?”“Malden wants me to stay away from you…not get distracted. Mother wants me to
continue to play with you to lighten up my days. I’m sure we can find a middle ground, now that
you’re formally apprenticed to your father.”“Gardener Pakkingail. That’s me.” Paki made a face.
“That wasn’t my first choice.”“What was?”Paki looked across the room without focusing. “I always
wanted to be a scout. Much like what we were doing when we went out this week.”“You can still
do that when you are older. Siggon is a great teacher, and he knows a lot about woodcraft.”After
a snort, Paki looked intently at Pol. “You are the student. It’s hard to be taught by my father. It’s
different when you are related.”Pol laughed. “I don’t have to worry about that. My father doesn’t
want to teach me anything. He has others…” He thought of how bored he had become listening
to the queen lecture him earlier in the day. “I know what you mean, now. It’s hard to listen to my
mother.”“Perhaps my father can find someone else to teach me, and he can do the testing. That
will work.”“I don’t know if anyone can replace my mother, but I’ll talk to Mistress Farthia about it.”
Pol said. He couldn’t successfully stifle a yawn, so he shooed Paki out of his room and went to
bed early, exhausted from another day of recuperation.~In a few weeks, Pol had recovered most
of his former strength. That put him in a positive mood. He walked the halls towards the family
dining room that the children used for dinner. His parents generally had their evening meal with
nobles, merchants, or important visitors.He opened the door and found Amonna reading a book
by the window. She didn’t look very immersed in whatever she read, as she looked up and
closed the volume.“You are looking good, Pol. Now you need to get out of the castle and let the
sun bathe your face.”Pol smiled. “I don’t tan as well as you do,” he said. That applied to the other
siblings as well, with their darker coloring. “But I’m ready to resume my life.”“Life?” Grostin
entered the dining room with Landon and Honna.“What have you three been up to?” Amonna
said, standing up. She went to the fireplace and pulled on the thick decorated rope five times,
signifying how many were to eat. “I assume King Colvin and his wife will eat with
notables?”Landon smiled at his youngest sister. It turned into a grimace when his eyes landed
on Pol. “Life. I see you retained yours,” he sneered.Pol resisted clutching his fists as anger filled
him. “I am happy to say that I did.”He endured his evening meal with Amonna being the only
sibling to directly address him. Their disdain of him seemed to have become even worse.
Grostin’s face looked as if he had a boil on his bottom. The thought made Pol smile, but he



quickly suppressed it.The others rose and sat in the easy chairs that were arranged in a window
alcove.“If you’ll excuse me, I will return to my studies,” Pol said. He bowed to Amonna, but the
others didn’t even recognize his presence.As soon as Pol left the room, he made a face and
tightened his fists and locked his arms straight as he stalked off towards his rooms. Pol vowed
that he wouldn’t return to the dining room unless invited by his mother or the king. He continued
toward his rooms and ran into Malden Gastoria, sitting on a bench nearby.“Ah, there you are. I
thought we might have a chat while I checked on your progress. You look about normal, for you.”
He got up and followed Pol into his suite.“I want to see your chest, so undress, my prince,”
Malden said.Pol could hear mirth in Malden’s voice. Pol wondered why the magician would be
visiting him when he was feeling normal, but he carried out the request.Malden felt the muscles
in Pol’s arms and worked his fingers. He put his ear to Pol’s chest. “Oh. I should have listened to
your heart long before now. Did you know you have a heart murmur?”Pol furrowed his brow.
“Don’t all hearts murmur?”“Yours sort of wheezes. A heart murmur is more of a wheeze, to me,
anyway. It means your heart isn’t pumping efficiently. It’s probably why you haven’t thrived in all
these years.” The easy smile had been dropped, and replaced with a look of concern. “No
wonder you couldn’t throw off the poison as easily as the disgustingly healthy Pakkingail Horstel.
There’s nothing that can be done here in Borstall. I had thought you had some other kind of
malady.” Malden looked drowned in his thoughts for a bit. “Your future may change for a bit. I
don’t think a heavy regimen of arms training is going to do you much good to build up your
strength. You’ll probably just get more and more fatigued.”Pol rolled his eyes. “I know all about
fatigue.”“You do. Don’t worry about restricting your activities, but I wouldn’t run more than a few
miles at a time.” Malden tossed Pol’s clothes at him. “You are good enough to do most things. I
think you’ve recovered enough for now. If you have any noticeable changes, let me know.”“I am
fourteen,” Pol said. “I’m, hopefully, looking at a lot of change in the next few years.”Malden
nodded. “Ah, yes. I didn’t exactly mean puberty, but with your heart and your fatigue.”“I’ll let you
know at the soonest,” Pol said.“My Prince,” Malden bowed with his hand over his heart.That
particular honorific had never meant much to Pol before, but with his new knowledge, it did now.
He watched Malden leave his room, and then sat down and thought more about the encounter.
Malden seemed genuinely interested in his well-being. He hadn’t expected that of the
magician.Pol realized that he could learn to like Malden Gastoria. His father’s magician didn’t
talk down to him, like other men in the castle. He seemed to act more like Siggon, an interested
uncle. Pol didn’t have any uncles, but he thought that Siggon acted like one. Malden might as
well. It made Pol smile, and he ended the evening in a much better mood than when he had left
the family dining room.~Pol had finally finished the history that his mother had said put her to
sleep. He walked into the room that had once served as a nursery for the king’s children. The
toys were replaced by shelves of books. A slate board stood against a wall, and a large flat table
served as a place to examine maps of the world, of the Baccusol Empire, and of North
Salvan.Farthia Wissingbel turned around after writing numbers on the slate board. “You’re
early.”“I am. Do you know much about anatomy?”“I know a little bit about a lot of things, and



anatomy is one of them,” she said. She smiled at him. Pol put her down as another friend,
although Farthia seemed more like an older sister than an aunt to him.“Malden Gastoria thinks I
have a heart murmur.”Farthia lifted up an eyebrow. “He does, does he? I suppose he would
know. The man is a better healer than anyone else in North Salvan. If he told you that, why do
you bring it up to me?”Pol shrugged. “I want to know more about it. Do you have any books on
such things?”“I do, but there won’t be much about a heart murmur. Anything that happens inside
of you…well, we can’t see inside of a human body, at least a live one. So no one can be sure
what makes the heart murmur.”Farthia evidently didn’t have the knowledge that Malden had,
since he seemed to know from the sound of his heart that it wasn’t working properly. “He said my
heart isn’t as efficient as it should be.”She nodded and went to the bookshelves and pulled out a
book. “You don’t have to read the whole thing, but there might be something about your
condition in here.”“Why is such a book on our bookshelf?”“I can’t say. That book was in the
crates that were put here when the nursery became a room of learning. It’s not one of my
personal texts.”Pol flipped through the pages and couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows at some of
the illustrations. Bodies weren’t very nice underneath the skin. He looked at his hand and flexed
his fingers, imagining muscles and tendons moving underneath. He had learned about those
skinning rabbits with Siggon.“So what are we talking about today?”“Logistical problems. Your
father requested that I spend a few weeks on the administrative aspects of rule.” She looked at
Pol. “Take a seat, and let’s go over how you would figure out how to supply an army.”“Have you
done that yourself?”Farthia giggled. “I actually have. My father wanted to know if a certain
someone was padding his purse and tasked me to make the calculations. It took a few times to
scour the numbers and compare them to the actual figures before my father let the Emperor
know about the culprit.”“Your father?”“Oh, I never told you.” She shrugged her shoulders. “My
father works on special projects for the Emperor. He has his helpers. Before I came to teach you,
I assisted him in his work. I learned as much doing that as my time spent as one of the few ladies
enduring the abuse of being a female student at the University of Baccusol.”“I know what abuse
is,” Pol said.“You do, don’t you? I suppose my situation wasn’t particularly life-threatening, but I
did have my father available to help quell the anger from time to time. You don’t have that luxury,
even being the king’s son.”“Not when my tormentors are my brothers and older sister.”Farthia
pursed her lips and shook her head. “Let’s get into our studies.”They spent a full morning on
logistics. Once Pol figured out the basic point of what Farthia taught, calculating the needs of an
army became less interesting. He endured it until lunch. He suggested that they eat in the
classroom. Pol had no desire to go to the family dining room, and he wanted to know more about
the political situation in the Empire. He never tired of hearing about the far-flung Baccusol
Empire that covered the entire continent of Eastril except for the reclusive people in Shinkya.
Since the Emperor ruled with a light hand, kingdoms and dukedoms did much on their own.
They wrote their own laws, subject to the review by Imperial lawyers, but in Pol’s eyes, every
undefended entity was still treated as a vassal-state to Baccusol, the country from which the
Emperor administered the affairs of the entire continent from the Imperial capital of Yastan.“So



what restrictions does the Emperor really make on the countries that make up the Empire?”
Farthia said, expecting a quick answer by tapping her fingernail on her wooden surface of her
desk.“He restricts all countries to a maximum armed force of two thousand men. Countries can
fight each other, but the loss of men and material is minimized. The law of the Empire, the
Codex, is contained on one hundred pages. The country heads administer all other laws. The
Empire has been in place for seven hundred years, even though specific country boundaries
have changed somewhat since the founding of the Empire.”“You do know your politics, Pol,”
Farthia said. “That could have come right out of a textbook. What is the implication of your
father’s alliance with Listya?”Pol put his hand to his chin. He’d seen Malden Gastoria do such a
thing, and he wondered if the gesture helped one think. “It is marginally legal. Father can have a
vassal-king or duke that rules under the laws of North Salvan. I think it might be against the
Codex since the countries aren’t physically adjacent.” Pol was unsure of that, but it seemed right
to him.“Right, again,” Farthia said with a lowered voice. “I suggest that you don’t openly take that
point of view, however.”Pol nodded. “My father does not take dissent lightly.”“Especially when he
wants to put your older brother on the Listyan throne. He has been more vocal in his desire to do
so, and I think that will eventually lead to more pressure put on you.”Hence, Pol thought, the
cause of anger and resentment. Pol might represent a possible threat to Landon, if the Emperor
decided that King Colvin had overreached. After his mother, he was first in line, not Landon. But
that didn’t mean anything to his father or any of his siblings, with the possible exception of
Amonna.“I think I have been given a message about that, already,” Pol said.Farthia looked
confused, and then she understood. “Oh. You have indeed. Vigilance. Always vigilance. Even in
the Emperor’s city, one must stay on one’s toes. My own father knows that all too well.”“What is
next?”“A treatise on the religions of the world.” She pulled a thick book from one of the shelves
and put it on the map table. “I’ll be traveling to Yastan and will be gone for a month or two. I want
you to read this book while I’m gone. Malden Gastoria has agreed to take my place, and he will
be teaching you other subjects, and working on your mathematics and writing skills. I leave
tonight.”Pol pursed his lips. He liked his tutor and would miss her, especially if the actions of his
siblings were to get worse.“What’s interesting in here?” Pol said as he hefted the book. It was so
dense that he wouldn’t bring it back to his rooms, since the book was much too heavy for a
fourteen-year-old boy, healthy or not.“Get to know what others believe. There’s even a religion
on the continent of Volia that claims its god is sleeping in their cathedral. Just read it. I don’t think
you’ll find it quite as dry as one of your history books, but it may be close. Promise you’ll read it
while I’m gone?”“I’m sure parts of it will be interesting,” Pol said to be polite. He knew he wouldn’t
be able to generate the enthusiasm that his tutor did about their studies.“You are dismissed,” she
said.Pol gave Farthia the customary bow and left.On his way back to his rooms, Pol’s thoughts
turned to what Malden Gastoria might teach him. He had to admit that the man intimidated him.
However, he’d rather be intimidated by the magician, if he continued to be friendly, than
assaulted by his brothers and sister. Any time that he could justify away from them was time well
spent.He laid down to rest in his room. Fatigue had caught up with him, as it did from time to



time. He rang for his dinner, and when the servant came, Pol said he wanted to study, so the
servant followed him as he made his way back to the classroom.The servant lit the lamps and
set the meal on Mistress Farthia’s desk, while Pol dragged the heavy book on religion to the
large table and began to read. The sooner he started reading, the sooner he could complete
Farthia’s task. He examined the table of contents and decided to start with the chapter on the
sleeping god that Farthia had mentioned.Pol pulled out a piece of paper and wrote down the
chapter’s number. If he skipped around, he might as well record what chapters he had read. He
soon found out that whoever wrote the book had no intention of making the descriptions of the
religion entertaining.The sleeping god, called Demeron, really existed in a crystal dome, if this
book was to be believed. The crystal was opaque except for a small oval that revealed part of the
face, and that face was purportedly not quite human. The sleeping chamber itself was a wonder,
built out of strange metal with designs that looked like writing that no one knew. The whole thing
sounded like a prank to Pol, so he was a bit disappointed when he read the description. The
religion itself wasn’t too far off some sects in Baccusol, the book pointed out. There were priests
who preached the waking of the sleeping god that would usher in a new level of life. In the few
temples and churches that Farthia had taken him to, priests or clerics of one kind or another
preached a coming of their god that would change the world. Pol found that he wasn’t very
interested in religion, but he felt he had to learn how others lived when the opportunity presented
itself.Farthia admitted that with all the gods worshipped, none had actually changed society.
There were plenty of miracles sprinkled around, but magicians could create a miracle with
powers that mimicked what a god might do. He wondered what miracles Malden Gastoria had
performed. Did he perform a miracle in bringing Pol back to life from the poisoning?Pol finished
making notes of the sleeping god sect and pulled out a map of the world of Phairoon and
located the city of Fassia in the upper part of the Volian continent.One chapter down and forty-
seven more to go. How could there be so many religions? Pol yawned and rose to look out the
window. The room looked down on the central part of Borstall, revealing a number of spires and
domes of the eleven religions practiced openly in his city. They were pretty, but Pol didn’t feel a
desire to belong to any of them.~~~Chapter Three~After a restless night filled with gods and
priests chasing him, Pol awoke and decided he needed some exercise, so he went to the family
dining room early for breakfast. He breathed a sigh of relief that his siblings hadn’t shown up yet,
so his plan of going early had paid off.He finished his breakfast just as Landon entered with his
older sister Honna. Pol endured sneers from both of them, and neither spoke to him, even
though he had wished them a good morning. He exited the dining room, wishing that he had
finished sooner, but it felt good to walk the castle’s corridors after scurrying about for the past
weeks.Pol looked down at the courtyard from a tall window and saw Farthia just getting into a
carriage. Malden Gastoria helped her in and closed the door. They had a few final words, and as
the carriage left, Malden waved with a slight smile on his face. He turned around to re-enter the
castle and looked up to spy Pol standing in the window. Malden gave another little wave to him,
before moving out of sight.Honna walked up beside Pol. “Making nice with Malden, the mad



magician?”Pol narrowed his eyes. “Malden’s not mad. Different, but not mad.”“Twit,” Honna said,
turning her face into her characteristic sneer and pushed Pol backwards.He fell over something
and landed on his shoulders, and his head slammed into the stone floor. He noticed Landon’s
face leering before the pain in his head made him pass out.~“Not again,” Pol said as he came to.
Back in the infirmary, he looked up at Malden. “How long was I out this time?”Malden frowned.
“An hour? I suppose they pulled this prank while you were at the window looking at Farthia
leave.”Pol nodded, but that made his head ache. “This time it was a prank,” Pol said. “They’ve
used that trick enough times in my life. I thought both of them had outgrown something like
that.”“When you get older, pushing someone backwards gets more dangerous. Your lack of
strength didn’t help you avoid hitting your head.”“I know. I tried to get to my breakfast early, but
not early enough.”Malden took Pol’s pulse. He closed his eyes and whispered something. The
magician’s eyes opened, but were unfocused. “I’ll be eating my meals with you, for now.
Perhaps breakfast in your chambers and dinner in mine, unless King Colvin eats with his
family.”“They will hate me even more if I do that.”Malden shook his head. “Do you really think they
will change their minds? I don’t.”The magician’s frank opinion shocked Pol. “You should be
defending them. Saying their anger will eventually go away. That’s what most people say. They
will outgrow the pranks,” Pol said.“Oh, I’ll concede that their anger may end some day in the
distant future, but they will never like you. Prince Poldon Fairfield is an unwelcome threat to
them, especially Landon, since he has his heart set on ruling Listya.”Pol felt deflated. In a fair
world, he would be the one in line to sit on the Listyan throne, but what was fair or honest in the
world around him? He shook his head and made it ache.“Spend today in bed. I’ll send along
Paki to cheer you up.” Malden stood up and left Pol alone in the same room he had used to
recover from the poisoning.Amonna poked her head in the door an hour or so later. “Are you
feeling any better?”“I felt just fine this morning before breakfast,” Pol said. He rubbed his
forehead and the pain didn’t seem as bad. “My headache has improved, if that’s what you
mean.”She smiled. “It was. I’m sorry about Honna’s prank.”“Honna and Landon,” Pol said,
correcting her. “I’m sure they aren’t sorry.Amonna just nodded. She gave him a weak smile. “Get
better. Perhaps we can spend an afternoon in the classroom reading.”“I’d like that,” Pol said. At
least she acted friendly. He didn’t expect her to actually take any time out with him. Amonna
wasn’t filled with anger, but there were always a lot of ‘perhaps’ in their conversations that never
came to pass.She patted his hand and said goodbye, leaving Pol alone in the room again. He
looked out the window and let a healer check on his heartbeat and pulse. The healer didn’t say a
word and left him alone.Pol began to get restless when Kelso Beastwell walked in. He was a tall,
broad man who had served faithfully as his father’s Captain of the Guard. His father
commissioned Kelso to train his brothers in the use of arms. All of the older siblings attended
some kind of weapons classes, especially Landon and Grostin. The two sisters had learned
basic defenses using whatever was at hand and knew how to carry and use small knives, at
least Amonna had told him that. Pol had no reason to doubt her word.“It’s about time you
commenced your training. The king told me to let you grow up a bit, but from what I heard today,



it’s time for you to get started. You need to learn to defend yourself.”“I’m not interested in fighting
my brothers,” Pol said. “They would only hit me harder.”“Not so,” Kelso said.Pol thought, what did
he know? Kelso had never been poisoned or the object of such hate. Pol found himself too tired
to fight back. Thoughts of doing so only made his head hurt worse.“I don’t want to learn. Perhaps
if you can teach me some exercises that I can do in my rooms…” Pol offered an alternative, and
that would be all Kelso would get out of him.Kelso had the look that told Pol that he had
succeeded in avoiding any physical activity. It looked like he had won, this time.“It is my wish,
Prince, that you improve and return to your studies. If you change your mind, I’m sure we can
teach you something to improve your chances to survive in this life.” He gave Pol a short bow
and left him alone with his thoughts.Malden Gastoria thought his siblings wouldn’t get any worse.
Pol knew otherwise. He could see all kinds of nastier tricks they could play on him. It seemed
that their actions took a turn for the worse, and Pol would have to find a way to make them hate
him less. He could make that his goal. He nodded to himself, but he wracked his brain for some
kind of solution to his dilemma. Maybe avoiding his siblings was the wrong approach. Perhaps
his defensiveness made things worse. He snapped his fingers and thought he had found the
answer. He would make more of an effort to be a friend to them all.Tomorrow he would show up
for breakfast at their normal time and extend a hand of friendship. Pol wasn’t so naive as to think
that he could let his guard down, but he would do what he could to show them that their
intimidation efforts wouldn’t make him angry with them.~Breakfast couldn’t come too soon for
Pol. He had to wait, pacing the floor of his sitting room, waiting for the right time to bound into the
dining room. Rain began to patter against the windows as the sky turned darker and darker.The
time had come, so he walked quickly to the dining room, only to find his mother and father as
sole occupants. Where were his siblings?“I am sorry to intrude,” Pol said. Bowing his head to the
King and Queen of North Salvan.“You’re not intruding, my dear,” his mother said. “The other
children poked their heads in the door and quickly left, just like you. Have a seat and tell us how
you feel after yesterday’s accident.”Accident? Pol thought that it was more like assault. “How did
you find out?”“Malden, as usual,” the King said. “Although I don’t think he termed it an accident.”
He looked at his wife.Pol restrained a smile. So Malden had supported him while he described
the incident. Good for the magician.She waved off her husband’s stare. “We need to all get
along,” she said, uncomfortably.Their comments confused him. He thought his father would
defend his children, and now his mother was…or was she? Perhaps she had come to the same
conclusion that he had. He couldn’t help but nod his head while he looked over at the buffet
table. “I’ll get something,” he said, hoping to change the subject and get out of their line of sight.
Pol knew he didn’t hide his feelings very well. He sighed at the thought, because none of his
siblings could either.“We haven’t really had the chance to chat, just the three of us,” King Colvin
said. He looked at his wife. “It might be a good idea to get something out in the open.”Pol quickly
began to eat. He didn’t want to be in the position of having to say anything about Landon’s claim
to the Listyan throne, but if his father was obsessing on Listya, Pol would certainly be made
uncomfortable. The King’s mind could be transparent sometimes.“I intend on placing Landon on



your throne, Molissa.”Even though she knew it was inevitable, his mother turned red. “I know you
will do what is best for my country.”“Our country,” his father corrected. “It remains my country, not
Landon’s. He will serve as a vassal-king to me.”For how long? Pol thought. Listya was across the
continent, and that would probably be far enough away from North Salvan for Landon to do
whatever he wanted.His mother cleared her throat. “How will Hazett III accept the concept of a
king having a vassal-king? It’s never been attempted during the Empire before. Dukes were the
highest ranked vassals to kings, and there are none in the Empire that I know of now.”The king
waved his fork around. “Details. Details that I have taken care of. The petition is already on its
way to Yastan.”So that was one reason his tutor had left so abruptly. The petition had to be on the
carriage with Farthia Wissingbel. So his teacher traveled all the way to the Imperial Capital as his
father’s messenger? If she didn’t know Emperor Hazett III, her father certainly would. Did she
know what his father had included in the petition? She might. That didn’t mean she supported it,
since he felt that she didn’t like Landon all that much.“What about Pol?” his mother said.Pol
nearly winced at her question. He didn’t want the King’s focus on him, and he couldn’t help but
squirm in his chair. He quickly put another morsel in his mouth to keep from saying
anything.“Pol? What about him? He is weak. Smarter than my other children, but weak, and who
knows how long his health will hold up dealing with the stresses of ruling a kingdom?” The King
spoke of him as if he wasn’t seated at the same table. What kind of a compliment did he just
hear? Smarter than the others, but not up to the stress. His father might just be right. This
conversation was already wearing him out.“It’s all right, Mother. I never have thought about ruling
your country. All I’m really interested in right now is learning as much as I can about the world,
and Mistress Wissingbel is teaching me to be a scholar, not a king.” Pol knew that wasn’t entirely
true, but the fib would serve the purpose of hopefully avoiding his father’s attention. The last
thing Pol wanted his father to do was join his siblings in disliking him.“See, Molly?”His mother
shook her head at the King. “I told you not to use that nickname in front of the children.”“I don’t
see what’s wrong,” the King shrugged. “Very well.”“If you want me to sign something to keep me
from taking the Listyan throne, I’ll consider it, Father. If it will stop the ‘accidents,’ I may be
willing,” Pol said.His mother shot him a warning glare.“In the future, when I’m closer to a proper
age, of course.” Pol put his head down and took another bite, rather proud of himself for coming
up with the offer. He didn’t worry about his health lasting in the near term; at least as long as
Malden was around, but his siblings might not wait for his health to fail; in fact, it appears that
they had already stopped waiting.“Of course,” his father said, with an eye firmly on his wife.
“Something to think about.” He straightened his tunic and stood. “I’m done, and I think we’ve
talked enough. Are you finished, my queen?”“I’m not quite done. You go on ahead, if you wish,
Husband.”The King nodded to the both of them and left.His mother took a drink of watered wine
from a goblet and put it down on the table a bit more forcefully than called for, and that made Pol
jump. He’d never seen such anger on her face, and it also showed how tightly her hands were
fisted.“To mention that to you! I’m sorry, Poldon. I must apologize for the King.”Pol put his hand
up. “No apology necessary, Mother. I’m serious about a letter of abdicating my right to the



Listyan throne. It may be the only way I can survive for the next few years.”His mother looked
shocked, and then after a long moment, tears formed in her eyes. “Oh, my dear one. You are
wiser than your years.”“The King did say I was smarter.”She narrowed her eyes, but Pol could
see the playfulness in her face. “Smarter than your siblings doesn’t mean you are smart, just
relatively so.”Pol nodded.“I wouldn’t be surprised if the King is looking in the Imperial Codex and
in the law books of North Salvan for the rules on abdication. It is horrible what Colvin’s three
oldest children have done to you. Their meanness only gets worse.”“It might have stopped
forever in the forest if Siggon hadn’t—” Pol said.“I know what Siggon did. You don’t have to
describe it at breakfast,” she said.Pol wondered about Mistress Farthia’s journey. “Did my
teacher leave for Yastan just to deliver Father’s petition?”“Let’s say he took an easy opportunity
to make sure his petition got into the right hands.” His mother looked worried. “I had always
thought you would take my own father’s place…” She looked out the window and then back to
Pol. “But your health needs to improve. I can wait.”Pol smiled to comfort his mother. “Maybe I’ll
take my father’s place here in Borstall.” Pol knew his siblings wouldn’t permit something so bold,
and they definitely wouldn’t wait.His mother looked a bit shocked at Pol’s comment. She
smoothed her face and lifted her chin to look more like a queen and less like a mother. “Over the
dead bodies of your brothers and sisters, and that even includes your friend, Amonna, my dear.
There is nothing more to say, for now.” His mother and he were in precise agreement on
that.~~~Chapter Four~The conversation with his parents hadn’t quite gone the way he had
expected. He thought his father would demean him, and his mother would step up to defend
Pol’s right to the Listyan throne. Instead, the King unexpectedly threw him a compliment, and his
mother chided him for naiveté.He shook his head while he headed towards the classroom and
passed a window looking out at the Royal Gardens. His mind needed some kind of distraction,
so Pol decided to stroll in the gardens. Perhaps the change in scenery would help him to
process the disturbing breakfast.No one disrupted his stroll down to the ground level of the
castle and out the door leading to the gardens. He walked, taking in Siggon’s handiwork. The
colors seemed to ring like bells in his mind, a visual music that Pol hadn’t quite realized before.
He sat on a bench under a small tree and looked about at the pathway and the vibrant
borders.Someone pushed hard in the back, enough to spill him onto the gravel path. He heard
laughing and wondered which of his brothers had played with him this time. He hadn’t even had
an opportunity to prepare his mind to act calm and friendly.“Only you, My Prince?” Paki said,
grinning, as he leaned against the tree and swept the cloth hat from his head in a bow. “I hope
you’re not hurt.” A look of concern replaced his grin.Pol got to his feet, brushing the gravel from
his knees and hands. “Nothing permanent.” He tried to say it as seriously as he could, showing
him the abrasions on his palms.Paki winced and bowed his head. “I’m sorry.”After giving his
friend a mock glare, Pol broke into a smile. “Don’t be. I would have expected much worse
from…”Paki raised a hand to keep Pol from continuing. “I know,” Paki’s gaze went up to the
castle. He turned back to Pol and put his foot on the bench, facing Pol. “What brings you to my
domain?”“Your father’s. You still don’t strike me as the gardener type.”Paki frowned, but then



brightened. “To tell you the truth, neither does my Dad. I’m his apprentice until further notice,
though. He’s teaching me how to be a scout, but a scout who knows all the plants in the forest.
I’ll get to know what can be used for healing and which herbs for cooking,” Paki got closer to Pol
and looked around, “and what can be used for poisons.” He jerked his head. “I’ll not be letting
someone get to me again.”“I’d like to get in on that instruction,” Pol said, “but I’m afraid my father
won’t allow it.”Paki puffed out his chest. “Did you ask him?”Pol laughed. “Why would I do
that?”“You won’t know if he doesn’t allow it if you haven’t made the effort to ask.”Pol wondered
about that. He made the effort to ask his mother about taking the Borstall throne, but perhaps
that question was impertinent. “Knowledge is power.”“What?” Paki said. “Where did that come
from?”“Something that I learned from Mistress Farthia. I guess I’ve been learning more
statesmanship than I thought. Your learning woodcraft along with your gardening gives you more
knowledge. Maybe no one would give you a chance to be a scout if you didn’t have that
knowledge. It’s the same thing ruling a country, supposedly, but you really don’t get the chance if
you’re not born the right way.”Paki sat down next to him. “Born the right way? You’re a prince by
birth. Doesn’t that count for anything?”“Not to my siblings. They have the birthright, but I’m afraid
all I have is the knowledge.”“Then why don’t you make use of your knowledge?”Pol considered
the question in his own mind. What knowledge did he have that would make him valuable to
anyone? His father said he was smart, but then he dismissed Pol in the next sentence as too
weak. Maybe knowledge wasn’t the source of all power.Suddenly he knew he’d have to seek out
Kelso Beastwell. He needed the kind of knowledge that he could use in his own defense, and
Kelso could teach him how to use weapons and build up his strength. He might not get strong,
but his father had all but told him that he was useless in his present state. Malden Gastoria told
him that he wouldn’t get a lot stronger, but one didn’t necessarily need strength. If Amonna and
Honna could get some training in, so could Pol.“You’re thinking again,” Paki said as he gently
shook Pol’s shoulder.“Keep shaking. I think you’ve dislodged an important thought. Why don’t
you give me a more detailed tour of the garden? It sure is colorful.”Pol spent the next few hours
roaming around the garden until Siggon called Paki away. He sat down on another bench and
was trying to fix in his mind what he had just discovered when Malden Gastoria walked up to
him.“Lunch in my rooms, Prince Poldon,” Malden said. “I came out when I overheard that you
were noticed wandering the gardens by certain people.” He flashed his eyes towards the
castle.~The magician’s rooms were on the other side of the castle from the Royal Family’s
quarters. The walk wore Pol out a bit, but he made it without a single wheeze. It seemed that he
had nearly recovered from his poisoning.“Come in,” Malden said. “You haven’t been here before,
have you?”Pol shook his head.“No revived corpses or boiling blood here, I’m afraid. We will be
talking about magic, however. In fact, I’d like to test you to see what kind of potential you
have.”“Me? I’m no magician.”Malden squinted his eyes and took Pol’s hand. His eyes went
unfocused for a moment, and then he looked at Pol. “You can be, you know. It takes a certain
mind, and I’m sure you have that kind of mind. Your siblings don’t, except for Grostin, perhaps,
and I’d never teach him anything.”“Refuse to teach a prince?” Pol said.“I’d leave your father’s



service first. That is between you and me, right?” Malden said it so calmly, but Pol’s heart began
to race at the implications in the magician’s words.“You don’t trust him? His mind is too
devious?”Malden nodded. “Let’s leave it at that.” He took a portfolio from his bookshelf. His
books were haphazardly arranged. Mistress Wissingbel’s bookshelves in the classroom were a
model of orderliness. He untied the two strings that held a number of thick pages.“I want you to
examine this board intently. Tell me what you see.” Malden pulled what he called a board from
the portfolio. Someone had painstakingly painted lots of different colored dots on a black
background. Pol couldn’t see the point of the exercise, and he let Malden know it.“Patience.
Keep looking. There is a pattern in there, and I want you to tell me what it is.”Pol put the board on
his lap. He leaned over and squinted his eyes and looked quickly from one side to the other to
see if he could pick up something, but the dots still looked like dots.“You have to let your eyes
take over. Don’t try too hard, or you will fail.”“Fail?” Pol said. “I either pass or fail this test?”Malden
nodded. “I’ll give you a few more moments.” He stepped to a rope pull and jerked it three times,
twice. “I have called for lunch. They always give me more than enough for two, so we’ll get
enough to eat. I’m afraid I may not eat quite as fancily-made food as you do.”“It’s all right,” Pol
said, waving his hand, still concentrating on the board. He rubbed his eyes and kept them
closed. Relax, he told himself. He opened his eyes and something materialized. It was a
shape… an animal?“I saw something! Am I doing magic?”Malden shook his head. “No. This is
all preliminary to your testing. Keep looking until you can see the shape as long as you look at it.
A momentary flash is insufficient.” He picked up a book on a side table and began to read.Pol
closed his eyes again and relaxed, just as he had the first time. He took a deep breath and
slowly opened his eyes. He cried out in frustration, but then let his eyes relax without closing
them and all of a sudden the shape of a horse appeared in front of him.“It’s a horse! I can see it.
Not very well drawn, though.”Malden lifted his eyes from the book and nodded his head. “Take
the next one and tell me what that is. It’s the same technique. It is very hard to create an image
with the dots, so give the illustrator some latitude, that’s a good prince.” He went back to reading
as Pol pulled the next board from the portfolio.It took him half the time to figure out the image,
and then he flew through the others once he had the technique down.“Good. You passed the
first qualifier. If you can’t detect the pattern, then your mind just won’t be able to handle the
magic technique. Rest for a bit until our lunch is delivered.” Malden pointed to a couch on the
other side of the room.Malden had to wake him when lunch finally arrived. Pol rubbed his
eyes.TheDisinherited PrinceDisinherited Prince SeriesBook OneByGuy AntibesTheDisinherited
PrinceDisinherited Prince SeriesBook OneByGuy AntibesMap of the Continent of EastrilIn the
world of PhairoonMap of the Continent of EastrilIn the world of PhairoonThe Disinherited
PrinceChapter One~The old warhorse plodded along the forest floor, its hooves making loud
thuds as it plunged further through the thick trees. A man dressed in soiled but soft leather
clothes guided the animal, with two boys, just reaching adolescence, clutching to him and each
other. One of the boys shared the dark brown hair of the man, but the other boy, a bit younger
and slighter, had light hair, nearly colorless.A column of sunlight lit up a clearing, sending away



the cool dankness of the forest. The man, skin brown and creased from a life spent outside,
reined the huge horse to a stop.“You two jump off. We have to be back at the castle tonight, or
your father will have my head on a pike,” the man said to Pol, the light-haired, younger boy. He
slapped the older boy’s leg. “Paki, you untie our things, and Poldon, you can find some firewood.
I’ll want a fire going in half a turn.”Pol looked up at the sun to determine the time. He stumbled on
a fallen branch and picked it up, bringing it to the fire ring that had been used by many campers
in King Colvin’s forest. He and his friend had shortened his name to Pol. Prince Poldon came at
the tail end of King Colvin’s children, with a different mother and with a fragile constitution.
Pakkingail was the son of Siggon Horstel, the King’s gardener, an ex-soldier, and everyone had
shortened Pakkingail’s name to Paki.Pol looked at Paki, who led the horse to a rock bench,
which he climbed to untie their supplies. Pol and Paki had worn backpacks to carry their
personal things. Paki looked over and grinned. It was a beautiful day in late spring, and both
boys were anxious to get out and enjoy the weather.Gathering dead branches at this time of
year proved to be a quick and easy task. Before long, a fire was crackling.Siggon looked long at
Pol. “You’re not overtired, Pol?” Poldon insisted on no honorifics when they were alone in the
woods.“I feel fine,” Pol said. Not quite true, but the boy wasn’t fatigued, just tired. At least he
wasn’t out of breath. Last year at this time he might have been. He had grown just a bit, and that
seemed to have given him a little more strength and endurance. “I am hungry, though.”“We’ll let
this fire burn for a bit.” Siggon examined the fire ring and tossed a few of the bigger pieces of
wood on the fire. “Let’s check around for evidence of game in the area.”Pol liked the fact that
Paki’s father would always turn a visit to his father’s hunting preserve into a classroom for
woodcraft. He knew that his two older brothers had never bothered to learn anything about
survival. Pol knew he picked things up better and faster than his siblings, but that didn’t gain him
any respect, just more enmity.“Something large recently came this way,” Pol said as they walked
in the forest.“Why do you know that?” Siggon said, kneeling down at the sign that Pol had
noticed.“The leaves have been turned over, and the darker leaves are still damp.”Siggon
nodded. “Is that right, Paki?” He looked at his son who had been whittling on a dry branch while
they walked.Paki scratched his head. “I think so.” His face turned red with embarrassment, since
it was obvious to Pol that he hadn’t been paying attention. Paki used the pointed end of his work
to disturb the leaf-covered ground. “If it was a smaller animal, there might not be any leaves
turned over, certainly nothing as large as that.”“Good recovery, lad,” Siggon smiled. Seemingly,
Paki’s antics never failed to amuse his father. “Can you find the direction that the animal
went?”Pol gave it a try, but Siggon showed them how to read the pattern. “Of course, if this was
bare dirt, you wouldn’t have as hard of a time, but you can’t always rely on an easy way to track
something, except for clumsy humans. They are always easier to track. You don’t want a vicious
animal circling back and attacking you.”The words struck a chord within Pol. Siggon looked at
him and nodded. His statement held more meaning, and Pol knew it had to do with tracking non-
clumsy humans, as he had immediately thought of them. Pol nodded his head once to Siggon to
let him know that the message had been received. Pol had to be wary of the humans with whom



he interacted. Paki was back to slicing the bark and nubs off of his stick.Back at their day camp,
the coals looked perfect, so Siggon removed a long, thin package from their bag. He unwrapped
a damp cloth and waxed paper, revealing chunks of marinated meat speared on thin metal rods.
“Our meat course,” Siggon said. “We can start with some bread and cheese. One of my wife’s
helpers put together a savory spread.” He laid out a small ceramic pot and a knife.Pol sliced the
bread, and Paki used the back of a spoon to smooth out the spread. Both of them laughed at
each other as they took big bites of the bread.“Do you want some?” Pol asked Siggon who
shook his head.“I’m not one for that kind of thing. You boys enjoy,” Siggon said as he turned the
meat.It had begun to sizzle, and the sound and smell of the meat made Pol wolf down the
bread. He didn’t like the spread very much, anyway. He just watched the meat cook as the light
breeze pushed the aroma of cooking meat his way.Paki groaned and clutched his middle. In a
moment, Pol’s stomach began to churn.“Something’s spoiled!” Siggon said. “Quickly! Put your
finger down your throats and throw it up.”Pol didn’t want to vomit, but his stomach began to
spasm, and he could feel his heart begin to beat in his ears. Paki had successfully brought the
bread and spread up, and that made it easier for Pol to duplicate the action.“Water, Paki,” Siggon
said. “You, too, Pol.”Both of them drank water and Siggon made them bring that up too. He eyed
the pot of savory spread and wrapped it up in the damp cloth that once held the meat skewers.
“Do you feel any better?”Paki nodded, but still looked pale. Pol shook his head. “I’ve got a
headache now.” He lay down on the soft floor of the clearing and used his backpack as a
pillow.Siggon took a piece of meat off one of the skewers. “Mmmm. You two don’t know what you
are missing.”Pol rolled his eyes. “I don’t want to taste it twice,” he said, smiling weakly.Kneeling at
Pol’s side, Siggon said, “Good lad. We’ll let both of you rest up for a bit.”The young prince didn’t
like the look on Siggon’s face, but he didn’t like feeling so awful either.~Amonna Fairfield,
youngest daughter of King Colvin, the monarch of North Salvan, stood still at the side of a door
leading into her sister’s rooms in the castle. She leaned towards the door to hear her sister,
Honna, talking to her middle brother Grostin.She heard Grostin laugh. “Serves the little twit
right.”“Aren’t you being a little harsh?” Honna said. Amonna didn’t hear any compassion in her
sister’s voice.“Pol needs all the harshness we can give him. I hope he dies,” Grostin’s voice
chilled Amonna. Such a casual disregard for his half-brother. Why would Pol be dying? She still
wanted to know.“Poisoning is sometimes an inexact art,” Honna said. “You want him to suffer, but
not to die, right? That way he’ll remember your act of kindness for years.”“Years!” Grostin barked
out a single laugh. “Pol doesn’t add to our family. He only detracts, doesn’t he?”There was a
pause in the conversation, so Honna must have nodded or something.“Well, you’ve certainly
covered your tracks nicely using the kitchen assistant,” Honna said.Grostin chuckled. “Isn’t it,
though? Once I caught him with the ostler’s wife, he was mine to command. I felt just like father,
ordering my minion to put something less than nourishing in their food bag. I can picture them all
writhing in pain in the forest…”That was all that Amonna needed to hear. She quietly withdrew
from the door and raced to Kelso Beastwell’s office in the North Building, where he oversaw the
King’s Guards.“What is all this fuss?” Kelso said, as Amonna ran into his office.She felt her lungs



were about to burst. She never remembered running so fast for so long. “Pol has been poisoned.
He’s with Siggon Horstel and his son in the King’s Forest.”Kelso shot to his feet. “How did you
find this out?”Amonna kept her mouth shut, her eyes pleading with Kelso.“Never mind. I’ll send
out men to find them. There is a clearing that they generally frequent. You will excuse me,” he
said, leaving Amonna, her chest heaving, leaning with both hands on the Chief Guard’s
desk.~Pol’s eyes began to droop. He realized that all the poison in his system hadn’t been
purged. He looked up at Siggon’s concerned face. “Am I going to die?” Pol said.Siggon shook his
head. “Not yet.” He looked back at his son, eyes closed and looking pale. “I can’t get both of you
to the castle. I didn’t bring the tools to make a travois, but we will have to make do.”Pol could see
the war waging in Siggon’s mind play out on his face. He struggled to raise his arm and touched
Siggon. “Take Paki.”Siggon shook his head, but then he turned it towards the forest. “Riders!” He
rose to his feet to greet the newcomers. Pol twisted his head to see five men dressed in the
livery of the Castle Guard entering the clearing.“I’ve got two sick boys,” Siggon said.“Poisoned,
we hear. Why are you unaffected?” one of the men said.“One of the cook’s helpers offered a pot
of savory spread. I don’t like the stuff, but it’s either that or the loaf of bread. I saved the pot, so
we’ll have the Court Magician take a look.” Siggon wiped his brow. “I’m glad you’re here. I hadn’t
yet figured out a way to get the boys out of the forest by myself. I’ll take the prince if one of you
will grab my son.”Once they were all mounted, they headed back to the castle. Pol sat in front of
Siggon on the big warhorse. He looked ahead of him and realized that he couldn’t focus
properly. If he shut his eyes, his body hurt more. The forest opened up and the road straightened
out.Pol blinked in the direct sunlight, and that made his head pound in pain. He closed his eyes,
but that only made things worse, so he returned to his squint. Even that seemed to take too
much effort. The fact that the farmlands were mostly plowed, broke through the haze affecting
Pol’s mind. Gradually Borstall’s outer edges passed Pol’s view. He found that the range of his
vision began to contract, since the pain in his head and in his body continued.He felt as much as
heard the clatter of hooves on the cobbled streets as they finally reached the castle. Arms pulled
him off of Siggon’s horse and the knowledge that he had made it home filled him with such relief
that he lost consciousness.~The voice of Pol’s father broke through. He lifted his eyes, seeing a
blur in front of him. He blinked the vision clear and looked up into eyes of his father, the King of
North Salvan. His father looked to the right, and Pol followed his eyes to find Malden Gastonia,
the Court Magician, standing on the side of his bed.“You really think it was poison?”Malden lifted
the savory spread pot. “That’s what it is. This particular poison is rarely fatal, but with two young
boys slathering huge amounts of it on their bread, they each ate a healthy dose. With Pol’s
constitution, I’m rather glad he pulled through. If Siggon hadn’t made the boys puke most of it up,
we might be burying one or both.”“He is out of danger, then, eh?” King Colvin nodded. “Good,
then. I have things to do.” He patted Pol’s foot. “Glad to have you back, boy.” The king turned and
left the room.Pol tried to sit up, but his efforts were futile. He’d often experienced severe
weakness before, but somehow this was the worst he’d ever felt. “What day is it?”“You ate your
poison yesterday. It’s just past midday, and you woke up to the one and only appearance of your



father. Your mother spent the night, but you seemed to improve overnight, so I sent her to
bed.”“But why are you here? You’re not a healer,” Pol said to the Court Magician. Pol knew the
magician well enough to think of him as Malden, but he never had much to do with the man. All
magicians seemed mysterious to him, since they were traffickers in secret knowledge and had
special abilities.“I don’t usually interfere with the healers, but your mother asked, since she
knows I have some talent using my power to help people. Siggon came last night to take Paki
home. He can finish his recovery there.”“Who did this?”“I know, but I won’t tell you. Take care of
yourself. I’m afraid this may be an escalation of your troubles here at the castle. This goes
beyond a mere prank.”The ‘prank’ description told Pol all he needed to know. He stared at
Malden. This was the first time the magician had ever admitted to knowing the chronic troubles
Pol had with three of his four siblings. “Tell me.”Malden shook his head. “Let us say, you know the
perpetrator, and there is nothing that can be done.”“Grostin or Landon, then. Landon would
probably have sent assassins with arrows or swords, but Grostin…” Pol looked up at the
magician. “You don’t have to tell me.”Malden shrugged. That was good enough for a yes for Pol.
He sat back and closed his eyes. Grostin, Landon, Honna. Any of the three would be capable of
such a thing. He didn’t think they would go so far, and that disappointed him. It seemed that they
had finally decided to raise their antagonism to a higher level.Pol felt isolated and alone, but not
for the first time.“How is your patient, Magician?” Amonna said, tiptoeing into the room. She saw
Pol’s face and smiled. It looked genuine to Pol. “Oh, you’re awake. That’s a good thing. I was very
worried about you.”Malden sighed. “He could have died. Luckily, Siggon made the boys throw up
their dinner. It saved Pol’s life.” The magician looked intently at Pol. “His physical condition could
stand some improving, but we don’t have an appropriate healer in Borstall.”“What’s an
appropriate healer?” Amonna asked. She flipped her long, dark hair back and pushed it behind
her ears. Honna, her older sister, had already taken to wearing her hair up like the older women
in court.“There are a few good Healing monasteries that have combined magic with healing to
achieve remarkable results.” Malden patted Pol’s arm, making Pol feel like some kind of pet. “You
should spend some time in one, I think.” Malden said.Pol thought that Malden had more to add,
but the magician looked at Amonna as if there was more to be said, but not in her
presence.“Thank you for coming to visit,” Pol said, changing the subject away from magical
healing. “I heard you called on Kelso Beastwell to find us.”Pol noticed a faint smile on Malden’s
face. She must have found out that Grostin had done something. Pol still didn’t think that
Landon would do anything so sneaky.“A rumor in the kitchen. I, uh, went there after dinner for a
snack and overhead the cook’s helper admit to a prank.” She turned red while she said it.Pol had
long known that she did not lie well. “Grostin was behind it, wasn’t he?”Malden gave Pol a dirty
look, while Amonna looked trapped.“He was, wasn’t he?”“I can’t say…” Amonna looked out the
window and then turned around. “I can’t say who did it. Can you, Malden?”The magician shook
his head. “No one told me Grostin had anything to do with it, as far as I know.”Pol looked at
Malden. The magician’s face was devoid of emotion, but that didn’t fool him. Pol decided he’d
have to give up and not say any more. Amonna was his only friend among the other siblings, and



she had just proven that she couldn’t be as open as she had been in the past, but she had come
to visit. She didn’t have to do that.“No matter who did it, I’m glad you are here. I just woke up
when Father visited. I do feel better. My whole body ached before I finally went under, riding on
Siggon’s horse through town.”“Poor dear,” Amonna said. She moved to the bed and put her hand
on Pol’s forehead. “Still a little warm?” She looked over at Malden who nodded. “I suppose I’ll
leave you to your recuperation. You do know what that word means?”Pol rolled his eyes. He
suspected that he had a better vocabulary than any of his brothers and sisters. Mistress Farthia
Wissingbel had said so, and he believed her more than he did Amonna at the moment. He
watched her go. She turned and gave him a little wave before disappearing into the corridor of
the infirmary.Malden clicked his tongue. “That wasn’t very nice of you, putting Princess Amonna
on the spot like that. You may be right, but it is impolitic for you to say it to her.” Malden smiled
craftily. “You do know what impolitic means?”Pol shook his head. “I learned the word last year. I
learned a lot of words last year. I suppose I’m learning more than words this year.”“Indeed you
are, young prince. Learn all you can about North Salvan and the Empire this year.” Malden raised
his hands when Pol made an ugly face. “I’d spend less time around your friend Paki and more
time with Farthia Wissingbel. Just my opinion.”Pol pouted, just a bit, and said, “You can keep
your opinions to yourself.”“I usually do,” Malden said, smiling.~~~The Disinherited PrinceChapter
One~The old warhorse plodded along the forest floor, its hooves making loud thuds as it
plunged further through the thick trees. A man dressed in soiled but soft leather clothes guided
the animal, with two boys, just reaching adolescence, clutching to him and each other. One of
the boys shared the dark brown hair of the man, but the other boy, a bit younger and slighter,
had light hair, nearly colorless.A column of sunlight lit up a clearing, sending away the cool
dankness of the forest. The man, skin brown and creased from a life spent outside, reined the
huge horse to a stop.“You two jump off. We have to be back at the castle tonight, or your father
will have my head on a pike,” the man said to Pol, the light-haired, younger boy. He slapped the
older boy’s leg. “Paki, you untie our things, and Poldon, you can find some firewood. I’ll want a
fire going in half a turn.”Pol looked up at the sun to determine the time. He stumbled on a fallen
branch and picked it up, bringing it to the fire ring that had been used by many campers in King
Colvin’s forest. He and his friend had shortened his name to Pol. Prince Poldon came at the tail
end of King Colvin’s children, with a different mother and with a fragile constitution. Pakkingail
was the son of Siggon Horstel, the King’s gardener, an ex-soldier, and everyone had shortened
Pakkingail’s name to Paki.Pol looked at Paki, who led the horse to a rock bench, which he
climbed to untie their supplies. Pol and Paki had worn backpacks to carry their personal things.
Paki looked over and grinned. It was a beautiful day in late spring, and both boys were anxious to
get out and enjoy the weather.Gathering dead branches at this time of year proved to be a quick
and easy task. Before long, a fire was crackling.Siggon looked long at Pol. “You’re not overtired,
Pol?” Poldon insisted on no honorifics when they were alone in the woods.“I feel fine,” Pol said.
Not quite true, but the boy wasn’t fatigued, just tired. At least he wasn’t out of breath. Last year at
this time he might have been. He had grown just a bit, and that seemed to have given him a little



more strength and endurance. “I am hungry, though.”“We’ll let this fire burn for a bit.” Siggon
examined the fire ring and tossed a few of the bigger pieces of wood on the fire. “Let’s check
around for evidence of game in the area.”Pol liked the fact that Paki’s father would always turn a
visit to his father’s hunting preserve into a classroom for woodcraft. He knew that his two older
brothers had never bothered to learn anything about survival. Pol knew he picked things up
better and faster than his siblings, but that didn’t gain him any respect, just more
enmity.“Something large recently came this way,” Pol said as they walked in the forest.“Why do
you know that?” Siggon said, kneeling down at the sign that Pol had noticed.“The leaves have
been turned over, and the darker leaves are still damp.”Siggon nodded. “Is that right, Paki?” He
looked at his son who had been whittling on a dry branch while they walked.Paki scratched his
head. “I think so.” His face turned red with embarrassment, since it was obvious to Pol that he
hadn’t been paying attention. Paki used the pointed end of his work to disturb the leaf-covered
ground. “If it was a smaller animal, there might not be any leaves turned over, certainly nothing
as large as that.”“Good recovery, lad,” Siggon smiled. Seemingly, Paki’s antics never failed to
amuse his father. “Can you find the direction that the animal went?”Pol gave it a try, but Siggon
showed them how to read the pattern. “Of course, if this was bare dirt, you wouldn’t have as hard
of a time, but you can’t always rely on an easy way to track something, except for clumsy
humans. They are always easier to track. You don’t want a vicious animal circling back and
attacking you.”The words struck a chord within Pol. Siggon looked at him and nodded. His
statement held more meaning, and Pol knew it had to do with tracking non-clumsy humans, as
he had immediately thought of them. Pol nodded his head once to Siggon to let him know that
the message had been received. Pol had to be wary of the humans with whom he interacted.
Paki was back to slicing the bark and nubs off of his stick.Back at their day camp, the coals
looked perfect, so Siggon removed a long, thin package from their bag. He unwrapped a damp
cloth and waxed paper, revealing chunks of marinated meat speared on thin metal rods. “Our
meat course,” Siggon said. “We can start with some bread and cheese. One of my wife’s helpers
put together a savory spread.” He laid out a small ceramic pot and a knife.Pol sliced the bread,
and Paki used the back of a spoon to smooth out the spread. Both of them laughed at each
other as they took big bites of the bread.“Do you want some?” Pol asked Siggon who shook his
head.“I’m not one for that kind of thing. You boys enjoy,” Siggon said as he turned the meat.It had
begun to sizzle, and the sound and smell of the meat made Pol wolf down the bread. He didn’t
like the spread very much, anyway. He just watched the meat cook as the light breeze pushed
the aroma of cooking meat his way.Paki groaned and clutched his middle. In a moment, Pol’s
stomach began to churn.“Something’s spoiled!” Siggon said. “Quickly! Put your finger down your
throats and throw it up.”Pol didn’t want to vomit, but his stomach began to spasm, and he could
feel his heart begin to beat in his ears. Paki had successfully brought the bread and spread up,
and that made it easier for Pol to duplicate the action.“Water, Paki,” Siggon said. “You, too,
Pol.”Both of them drank water and Siggon made them bring that up too. He eyed the pot of
savory spread and wrapped it up in the damp cloth that once held the meat skewers. “Do you



feel any better?”Paki nodded, but still looked pale. Pol shook his head. “I’ve got a headache
now.” He lay down on the soft floor of the clearing and used his backpack as a pillow.Siggon took
a piece of meat off one of the skewers. “Mmmm. You two don’t know what you are missing.”Pol
rolled his eyes. “I don’t want to taste it twice,” he said, smiling weakly.Kneeling at Pol’s side,
Siggon said, “Good lad. We’ll let both of you rest up for a bit.”The young prince didn’t like the look
on Siggon’s face, but he didn’t like feeling so awful either.~Amonna Fairfield, youngest daughter
of King Colvin, the monarch of North Salvan, stood still at the side of a door leading into her
sister’s rooms in the castle. She leaned towards the door to hear her sister, Honna, talking to her
middle brother Grostin.She heard Grostin laugh. “Serves the little twit right.”“Aren’t you being a
little harsh?” Honna said. Amonna didn’t hear any compassion in her sister’s voice.“Pol needs all
the harshness we can give him. I hope he dies,” Grostin’s voice chilled Amonna. Such a casual
disregard for his half-brother. Why would Pol be dying? She still wanted to know.“Poisoning is
sometimes an inexact art,” Honna said. “You want him to suffer, but not to die, right? That way
he’ll remember your act of kindness for years.”“Years!” Grostin barked out a single laugh. “Pol
doesn’t add to our family. He only detracts, doesn’t he?”There was a pause in the conversation,
so Honna must have nodded or something.“Well, you’ve certainly covered your tracks nicely
using the kitchen assistant,” Honna said.Grostin chuckled. “Isn’t it, though? Once I caught him
with the ostler’s wife, he was mine to command. I felt just like father, ordering my minion to put
something less than nourishing in their food bag. I can picture them all writhing in pain in the
forest…”That was all that Amonna needed to hear. She quietly withdrew from the door and raced
to Kelso Beastwell’s office in the North Building, where he oversaw the King’s Guards.“What is
all this fuss?” Kelso said, as Amonna ran into his office.She felt her lungs were about to burst.
She never remembered running so fast for so long. “Pol has been poisoned. He’s with Siggon
Horstel and his son in the King’s Forest.”Kelso shot to his feet. “How did you find this
out?”Amonna kept her mouth shut, her eyes pleading with Kelso.“Never mind. I’ll send out men
to find them. There is a clearing that they generally frequent. You will excuse me,” he said,
leaving Amonna, her chest heaving, leaning with both hands on the Chief Guard’s desk.~Pol’s
eyes began to droop. He realized that all the poison in his system hadn’t been purged. He looked
up at Siggon’s concerned face. “Am I going to die?” Pol said.Siggon shook his head. “Not yet.”
He looked back at his son, eyes closed and looking pale. “I can’t get both of you to the castle. I
didn’t bring the tools to make a travois, but we will have to make do.”Pol could see the war
waging in Siggon’s mind play out on his face. He struggled to raise his arm and touched Siggon.
“Take Paki.”Siggon shook his head, but then he turned it towards the forest. “Riders!” He rose to
his feet to greet the newcomers. Pol twisted his head to see five men dressed in the livery of the
Castle Guard entering the clearing.“I’ve got two sick boys,” Siggon said.“Poisoned, we hear. Why
are you unaffected?” one of the men said.“One of the cook’s helpers offered a pot of savory
spread. I don’t like the stuff, but it’s either that or the loaf of bread. I saved the pot, so we’ll have
the Court Magician take a look.” Siggon wiped his brow. “I’m glad you’re here. I hadn’t yet figured
out a way to get the boys out of the forest by myself. I’ll take the prince if one of you will grab my



son.”Once they were all mounted, they headed back to the castle. Pol sat in front of Siggon on
the big warhorse. He looked ahead of him and realized that he couldn’t focus properly. If he shut
his eyes, his body hurt more. The forest opened up and the road straightened out.Pol blinked in
the direct sunlight, and that made his head pound in pain. He closed his eyes, but that only
made things worse, so he returned to his squint. Even that seemed to take too much effort. The
fact that the farmlands were mostly plowed, broke through the haze affecting Pol’s mind.
Gradually Borstall’s outer edges passed Pol’s view. He found that the range of his vision began
to contract, since the pain in his head and in his body continued.He felt as much as heard the
clatter of hooves on the cobbled streets as they finally reached the castle. Arms pulled him off of
Siggon’s horse and the knowledge that he had made it home filled him with such relief that he
lost consciousness.~The voice of Pol’s father broke through. He lifted his eyes, seeing a blur in
front of him. He blinked the vision clear and looked up into eyes of his father, the King of North
Salvan. His father looked to the right, and Pol followed his eyes to find Malden Gastonia, the
Court Magician, standing on the side of his bed.“You really think it was poison?”Malden lifted the
savory spread pot. “That’s what it is. This particular poison is rarely fatal, but with two young boys
slathering huge amounts of it on their bread, they each ate a healthy dose. With Pol’s
constitution, I’m rather glad he pulled through. If Siggon hadn’t made the boys puke most of it up,
we might be burying one or both.”“He is out of danger, then, eh?” King Colvin nodded. “Good,
then. I have things to do.” He patted Pol’s foot. “Glad to have you back, boy.” The king turned and
left the room.Pol tried to sit up, but his efforts were futile. He’d often experienced severe
weakness before, but somehow this was the worst he’d ever felt. “What day is it?”“You ate your
poison yesterday. It’s just past midday, and you woke up to the one and only appearance of your
father. Your mother spent the night, but you seemed to improve overnight, so I sent her to
bed.”“But why are you here? You’re not a healer,” Pol said to the Court Magician. Pol knew the
magician well enough to think of him as Malden, but he never had much to do with the man. All
magicians seemed mysterious to him, since they were traffickers in secret knowledge and had
special abilities.“I don’t usually interfere with the healers, but your mother asked, since she
knows I have some talent using my power to help people. Siggon came last night to take Paki
home. He can finish his recovery there.”“Who did this?”“I know, but I won’t tell you. Take care of
yourself. I’m afraid this may be an escalation of your troubles here at the castle. This goes
beyond a mere prank.”The ‘prank’ description told Pol all he needed to know. He stared at
Malden. This was the first time the magician had ever admitted to knowing the chronic troubles
Pol had with three of his four siblings. “Tell me.”Malden shook his head. “Let us say, you know the
perpetrator, and there is nothing that can be done.”“Grostin or Landon, then. Landon would
probably have sent assassins with arrows or swords, but Grostin…” Pol looked up at the
magician. “You don’t have to tell me.”Malden shrugged. That was good enough for a yes for Pol.
He sat back and closed his eyes. Grostin, Landon, Honna. Any of the three would be capable of
such a thing. He didn’t think they would go so far, and that disappointed him. It seemed that they
had finally decided to raise their antagonism to a higher level.Pol felt isolated and alone, but not



for the first time.“How is your patient, Magician?” Amonna said, tiptoeing into the room. She saw
Pol’s face and smiled. It looked genuine to Pol. “Oh, you’re awake. That’s a good thing. I was very
worried about you.”Malden sighed. “He could have died. Luckily, Siggon made the boys throw up
their dinner. It saved Pol’s life.” The magician looked intently at Pol. “His physical condition could
stand some improving, but we don’t have an appropriate healer in Borstall.”“What’s an
appropriate healer?” Amonna asked. She flipped her long, dark hair back and pushed it behind
her ears. Honna, her older sister, had already taken to wearing her hair up like the older women
in court.“There are a few good Healing monasteries that have combined magic with healing to
achieve remarkable results.” Malden patted Pol’s arm, making Pol feel like some kind of pet. “You
should spend some time in one, I think.” Malden said.Pol thought that Malden had more to add,
but the magician looked at Amonna as if there was more to be said, but not in her
presence.“Thank you for coming to visit,” Pol said, changing the subject away from magical
healing. “I heard you called on Kelso Beastwell to find us.”Pol noticed a faint smile on Malden’s
face. She must have found out that Grostin had done something. Pol still didn’t think that
Landon would do anything so sneaky.“A rumor in the kitchen. I, uh, went there after dinner for a
snack and overhead the cook’s helper admit to a prank.” She turned red while she said it.Pol had
long known that she did not lie well. “Grostin was behind it, wasn’t he?”Malden gave Pol a dirty
look, while Amonna looked trapped.“He was, wasn’t he?”“I can’t say…” Amonna looked out the
window and then turned around. “I can’t say who did it. Can you, Malden?”The magician shook
his head. “No one told me Grostin had anything to do with it, as far as I know.”Pol looked at
Malden. The magician’s face was devoid of emotion, but that didn’t fool him. Pol decided he’d
have to give up and not say any more. Amonna was his only friend among the other siblings, and
she had just proven that she couldn’t be as open as she had been in the past, but she had come
to visit. She didn’t have to do that.“No matter who did it, I’m glad you are here. I just woke up
when Father visited. I do feel better. My whole body ached before I finally went under, riding on
Siggon’s horse through town.”“Poor dear,” Amonna said. She moved to the bed and put her hand
on Pol’s forehead. “Still a little warm?” She looked over at Malden who nodded. “I suppose I’ll
leave you to your recuperation. You do know what that word means?”Pol rolled his eyes. He
suspected that he had a better vocabulary than any of his brothers and sisters. Mistress Farthia
Wissingbel had said so, and he believed her more than he did Amonna at the moment. He
watched her go. She turned and gave him a little wave before disappearing into the corridor of
the infirmary.Malden clicked his tongue. “That wasn’t very nice of you, putting Princess Amonna
on the spot like that. You may be right, but it is impolitic for you to say it to her.” Malden smiled
craftily. “You do know what impolitic means?”Pol shook his head. “I learned the word last year. I
learned a lot of words last year. I suppose I’m learning more than words this year.”“Indeed you
are, young prince. Learn all you can about North Salvan and the Empire this year.” Malden raised
his hands when Pol made an ugly face. “I’d spend less time around your friend Paki and more
time with Farthia Wissingbel. Just my opinion.”Pol pouted, just a bit, and said, “You can keep
your opinions to yourself.”“I usually do,” Malden said, smiling.~~~Chapter Two~“Mother,” Pol



said, standing as Queen Molissa, his mother, walked into his rooms.She waved her hand. “Sit
down. I’ve come to see how you fare.” His mother looked happy. Her face showed a sheen of
sweat and was still a bit ruddy from being out in the sun. She must have just come back from
delivering alms.“You’ve been busy helping others. They need help more than I do,” Pol said. He
laid a book about the origin of the Baccusol Empire on the reading table. “I’d like to go with you
again, but I’m not back to full strength yet.”He knew he still looked pale, and just getting ready for
the day still tired him. He had thought his strength was on the mend before he took that poison,
and now he felt more like he had when he was younger. He felt like an invalid again, and that had
put him out of sorts until his mother’s presence brightened up his day.“You need to get out and
play with Paki more. That boy helped put life into you.”Grostin’s role in taking life out of him was
left unsaid. “He did. Malden Gastoria said I shouldn’t be playing with him, and that I should
study.”Molissa leaned over to read the title of the book that Pol had been reading. “That will put
you to sleep. It worked wonders to do the same to me when I was a young girl. Quite a bit has
happened since that was written.”“I suspect there is much more to come,” Pol said. “There
always is, but the Empire is still here after all the centuries.”Molissa sighed. “I’m not sure that is a
good thing, if you ask me.” His mother had been politely requested to marry one of the kings or
princes of the Imperial kingdoms shortly after her parents died in an epidemic in the country of
Listya far to the west of North Salvan. She had chosen Prince Colvin, a recent widower with four
small children. Pol never really knew how her mother felt about it.Pol nodded.“I’m worried for you
and worried for us, I’m afraid,” she continued. “I suspect the poisoner was paid by one of the
siblings—”“Grostin, I’d guess,” Pol said.“You are probably right, and that means there is nothing
you can do.” Molissa sighed. “There’s nothing I can do. We only have limited power in this
place.”“Do we have any power?” Pol asked.She shook her head. “Not much. You are my heir and
next in line for the Listyan throne, but that will never happen. Your father mentioned yesterday
about appointing Landon as vassal-king of Listya, replacing the current regent, another one of
your father’s cronies. You and I represent a threat to Colvin’s other children. Once Colvin gets a
notion, he just lets it grow and grow. I think this is one of his grander ones.”“But what does Father
think about their activities.”Molissa sighed again. “Boys will be boys. That’s a clichéd saying, but
I think he thinks their treatment of you is fair game. At some point, I worry about your safety in
this castle if the King gets obsessed with putting Landon on my throne.”“I thought you and Father
got along.”“That is the sad part. We really do. He’s grown to care for me as I have for him. It’s the
children from his first marriage that work to drive us apart,” Molissa said, fingering the hem of a
sleeve. “I shouldn’t be boring you with all this depressing talk. It will only serve to keep you from
getting your strength back. Being strong is more than just physical strength. It’s also the power to
endure hardship.” Molissa laughed. “That’s coming from a Queen living in a castle. You should
see how the common people live.”“I have,” Pol said. He’d accompanied her mother in her alms-
giving expeditions a few times.She nodded her head. “Hardship is not just a lack of money. It
can be a lack of many things. Respect, trust, love. You have to endure envy and jealousy on the
part of people who would seek to put themselves above you.”“They are above me. We’ve talked



about this before,” Pol said. Her preaching sometimes got boring, and this was one of those
times. It made Pol yawn.“Oh, I’ve been taking you away from your rest.” She got to her feet. “I’ll
be back. I’ll instruct the cook to send your evening meal here.”“Will it be poisoned?”Molissa
laughed. “I assure you it won’t be since I’ll taste it first myself.”Later that evening, Pol heard a
knock at his door. ‘Dinner,’ he said to himself. He rose to the door and opened it up.“I heard you
might be hungry,” Paki said. He had dressed as a servant, rolling a wooden trolley into Pol’s
rooms.“You’ll need to watch me eat, so I don’t get poisoned,” Pol said, not able to suppress a
grin.“That didn’t work so well the last time we ate together, did it?”Pol shook his head. “My
mother said she’d taste it first to make sure my dinner was digestible.”Paki laughed. “Only you
would say digestible. Everyone else would say fine or something.” He removed the cloth covering
the trolley, revealing two plates. “One for you and one for me.”That was enough to get the boys
eating. Pol wasn’t very hungry, but he managed to keep up with his friend.“So Prince Grostin did
it?” Paki said. “That’s what my dad thinks, but don’t you tell anyone he guessed. His life wouldn’t
be worth a clod of dirt.”Pol nodded. “There’s nothing we can do but be vigilant. Actually, there’s
nothing I can do. We will need to forget the incident. My father brushed it off. Amonna didn’t
admit it was Grostin, but I could tell. Landon would come at me with a bare sword, if he was
brave enough.”“To fight a fourteen-year-old boy? He’s six years older than you and is the size of
a full-grown man.”“I know. He’s more like the King, but Grostin… who knows who he is like.
Malden Gastoria?”Paki shook his head. “The Court Magician is a reasonable person and doesn’t
let his emotions take over, so my Dad says.”“Grostin isn’t particularly emotional. He is cold and
calculating. He scares me more than my other siblings.” Pol stirred the remaining food on his
plate.“Yeah,” Paki said. “Sneaky. The kind of person who wouldn’t think twice about stabbing you
in the back.”Pol looked up from his meal. “Or poisoning a treat.”Paki nodded. “So where do we
go from here?”“Malden wants me to stay away from you…not get distracted. Mother wants me to
continue to play with you to lighten up my days. I’m sure we can find a middle ground, now that
you’re formally apprenticed to your father.”“Gardener Pakkingail. That’s me.” Paki made a face.
“That wasn’t my first choice.”“What was?”Paki looked across the room without focusing. “I always
wanted to be a scout. Much like what we were doing when we went out this week.”“You can still
do that when you are older. Siggon is a great teacher, and he knows a lot about woodcraft.”After
a snort, Paki looked intently at Pol. “You are the student. It’s hard to be taught by my father. It’s
different when you are related.”Pol laughed. “I don’t have to worry about that. My father doesn’t
want to teach me anything. He has others…” He thought of how bored he had become listening
to the queen lecture him earlier in the day. “I know what you mean, now. It’s hard to listen to my
mother.”“Perhaps my father can find someone else to teach me, and he can do the testing. That
will work.”“I don’t know if anyone can replace my mother, but I’ll talk to Mistress Farthia about it.”
Pol said. He couldn’t successfully stifle a yawn, so he shooed Paki out of his room and went to
bed early, exhausted from another day of recuperation.~In a few weeks, Pol had recovered most
of his former strength. That put him in a positive mood. He walked the halls towards the family
dining room that the children used for dinner. His parents generally had their evening meal with



nobles, merchants, or important visitors.He opened the door and found Amonna reading a book
by the window. She didn’t look very immersed in whatever she read, as she looked up and
closed the volume.“You are looking good, Pol. Now you need to get out of the castle and let the
sun bathe your face.”Pol smiled. “I don’t tan as well as you do,” he said. That applied to the other
siblings as well, with their darker coloring. “But I’m ready to resume my life.”“Life?” Grostin
entered the dining room with Landon and Honna.“What have you three been up to?” Amonna
said, standing up. She went to the fireplace and pulled on the thick decorated rope five times,
signifying how many were to eat. “I assume King Colvin and his wife will eat with
notables?”Landon smiled at his youngest sister. It turned into a grimace when his eyes landed
on Pol. “Life. I see you retained yours,” he sneered.Pol resisted clutching his fists as anger filled
him. “I am happy to say that I did.”He endured his evening meal with Amonna being the only
sibling to directly address him. Their disdain of him seemed to have become even worse.
Grostin’s face looked as if he had a boil on his bottom. The thought made Pol smile, but he
quickly suppressed it.The others rose and sat in the easy chairs that were arranged in a window
alcove.“If you’ll excuse me, I will return to my studies,” Pol said. He bowed to Amonna, but the
others didn’t even recognize his presence.As soon as Pol left the room, he made a face and
tightened his fists and locked his arms straight as he stalked off towards his rooms. Pol vowed
that he wouldn’t return to the dining room unless invited by his mother or the king. He continued
toward his rooms and ran into Malden Gastoria, sitting on a bench nearby.“Ah, there you are. I
thought we might have a chat while I checked on your progress. You look about normal, for you.”
He got up and followed Pol into his suite.“I want to see your chest, so undress, my prince,”
Malden said.Pol could hear mirth in Malden’s voice. Pol wondered why the magician would be
visiting him when he was feeling normal, but he carried out the request.Malden felt the muscles
in Pol’s arms and worked his fingers. He put his ear to Pol’s chest. “Oh. I should have listened to
your heart long before now. Did you know you have a heart murmur?”Pol furrowed his brow.
“Don’t all hearts murmur?”“Yours sort of wheezes. A heart murmur is more of a wheeze, to me,
anyway. It means your heart isn’t pumping efficiently. It’s probably why you haven’t thrived in all
these years.” The easy smile had been dropped, and replaced with a look of concern. “No
wonder you couldn’t throw off the poison as easily as the disgustingly healthy Pakkingail Horstel.
There’s nothing that can be done here in Borstall. I had thought you had some other kind of
malady.” Malden looked drowned in his thoughts for a bit. “Your future may change for a bit. I
don’t think a heavy regimen of arms training is going to do you much good to build up your
strength. You’ll probably just get more and more fatigued.”Pol rolled his eyes. “I know all about
fatigue.”“You do. Don’t worry about restricting your activities, but I wouldn’t run more than a few
miles at a time.” Malden tossed Pol’s clothes at him. “You are good enough to do most things. I
think you’ve recovered enough for now. If you have any noticeable changes, let me know.”“I am
fourteen,” Pol said. “I’m, hopefully, looking at a lot of change in the next few years.”Malden
nodded. “Ah, yes. I didn’t exactly mean puberty, but with your heart and your fatigue.”“I’ll let you
know at the soonest,” Pol said.“My Prince,” Malden bowed with his hand over his heart.That



particular honorific had never meant much to Pol before, but with his new knowledge, it did now.
He watched Malden leave his room, and then sat down and thought more about the encounter.
Malden seemed genuinely interested in his well-being. He hadn’t expected that of the
magician.Pol realized that he could learn to like Malden Gastoria. His father’s magician didn’t
talk down to him, like other men in the castle. He seemed to act more like Siggon, an interested
uncle. Pol didn’t have any uncles, but he thought that Siggon acted like one. Malden might as
well. It made Pol smile, and he ended the evening in a much better mood than when he had left
the family dining room.~Pol had finally finished the history that his mother had said put her to
sleep. He walked into the room that had once served as a nursery for the king’s children. The
toys were replaced by shelves of books. A slate board stood against a wall, and a large flat table
served as a place to examine maps of the world, of the Baccusol Empire, and of North
Salvan.Farthia Wissingbel turned around after writing numbers on the slate board. “You’re
early.”“I am. Do you know much about anatomy?”“I know a little bit about a lot of things, and
anatomy is one of them,” she said. She smiled at him. Pol put her down as another friend,
although Farthia seemed more like an older sister than an aunt to him.“Malden Gastoria thinks I
have a heart murmur.”Farthia lifted up an eyebrow. “He does, does he? I suppose he would
know. The man is a better healer than anyone else in North Salvan. If he told you that, why do
you bring it up to me?”Pol shrugged. “I want to know more about it. Do you have any books on
such things?”“I do, but there won’t be much about a heart murmur. Anything that happens inside
of you…well, we can’t see inside of a human body, at least a live one. So no one can be sure
what makes the heart murmur.”Farthia evidently didn’t have the knowledge that Malden had,
since he seemed to know from the sound of his heart that it wasn’t working properly. “He said my
heart isn’t as efficient as it should be.”She nodded and went to the bookshelves and pulled out a
book. “You don’t have to read the whole thing, but there might be something about your
condition in here.”“Why is such a book on our bookshelf?”“I can’t say. That book was in the
crates that were put here when the nursery became a room of learning. It’s not one of my
personal texts.”Pol flipped through the pages and couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows at some of
the illustrations. Bodies weren’t very nice underneath the skin. He looked at his hand and flexed
his fingers, imagining muscles and tendons moving underneath. He had learned about those
skinning rabbits with Siggon.“So what are we talking about today?”“Logistical problems. Your
father requested that I spend a few weeks on the administrative aspects of rule.” She looked at
Pol. “Take a seat, and let’s go over how you would figure out how to supply an army.”“Have you
done that yourself?”Farthia giggled. “I actually have. My father wanted to know if a certain
someone was padding his purse and tasked me to make the calculations. It took a few times to
scour the numbers and compare them to the actual figures before my father let the Emperor
know about the culprit.”“Your father?”“Oh, I never told you.” She shrugged her shoulders. “My
father works on special projects for the Emperor. He has his helpers. Before I came to teach you,
I assisted him in his work. I learned as much doing that as my time spent as one of the few ladies
enduring the abuse of being a female student at the University of Baccusol.”“I know what abuse



is,” Pol said.“You do, don’t you? I suppose my situation wasn’t particularly life-threatening, but I
did have my father available to help quell the anger from time to time. You don’t have that luxury,
even being the king’s son.”“Not when my tormentors are my brothers and older sister.”Farthia
pursed her lips and shook her head. “Let’s get into our studies.”They spent a full morning on
logistics. Once Pol figured out the basic point of what Farthia taught, calculating the needs of an
army became less interesting. He endured it until lunch. He suggested that they eat in the
classroom. Pol had no desire to go to the family dining room, and he wanted to know more about
the political situation in the Empire. He never tired of hearing about the far-flung Baccusol
Empire that covered the entire continent of Eastril except for the reclusive people in Shinkya.
Since the Emperor ruled with a light hand, kingdoms and dukedoms did much on their own.
They wrote their own laws, subject to the review by Imperial lawyers, but in Pol’s eyes, every
undefended entity was still treated as a vassal-state to Baccusol, the country from which the
Emperor administered the affairs of the entire continent from the Imperial capital of Yastan.“So
what restrictions does the Emperor really make on the countries that make up the Empire?”
Farthia said, expecting a quick answer by tapping her fingernail on her wooden surface of her
desk.“He restricts all countries to a maximum armed force of two thousand men. Countries can
fight each other, but the loss of men and material is minimized. The law of the Empire, the
Codex, is contained on one hundred pages. The country heads administer all other laws. The
Empire has been in place for seven hundred years, even though specific country boundaries
have changed somewhat since the founding of the Empire.”“You do know your politics, Pol,”
Farthia said. “That could have come right out of a textbook. What is the implication of your
father’s alliance with Listya?”Pol put his hand to his chin. He’d seen Malden Gastoria do such a
thing, and he wondered if the gesture helped one think. “It is marginally legal. Father can have a
vassal-king or duke that rules under the laws of North Salvan. I think it might be against the
Codex since the countries aren’t physically adjacent.” Pol was unsure of that, but it seemed right
to him.“Right, again,” Farthia said with a lowered voice. “I suggest that you don’t openly take that
point of view, however.”Pol nodded. “My father does not take dissent lightly.”“Especially when he
wants to put your older brother on the Listyan throne. He has been more vocal in his desire to do
so, and I think that will eventually lead to more pressure put on you.”Hence, Pol thought, the
cause of anger and resentment. Pol might represent a possible threat to Landon, if the Emperor
decided that King Colvin had overreached. After his mother, he was first in line, not Landon. But
that didn’t mean anything to his father or any of his siblings, with the possible exception of
Amonna.“I think I have been given a message about that, already,” Pol said.Farthia looked
confused, and then she understood. “Oh. You have indeed. Vigilance. Always vigilance. Even in
the Emperor’s city, one must stay on one’s toes. My own father knows that all too well.”“What is
next?”“A treatise on the religions of the world.” She pulled a thick book from one of the shelves
and put it on the map table. “I’ll be traveling to Yastan and will be gone for a month or two. I want
you to read this book while I’m gone. Malden Gastoria has agreed to take my place, and he will
be teaching you other subjects, and working on your mathematics and writing skills. I leave



tonight.”Pol pursed his lips. He liked his tutor and would miss her, especially if the actions of his
siblings were to get worse.“What’s interesting in here?” Pol said as he hefted the book. It was so
dense that he wouldn’t bring it back to his rooms, since the book was much too heavy for a
fourteen-year-old boy, healthy or not.“Get to know what others believe. There’s even a religion
on the continent of Volia that claims its god is sleeping in their cathedral. Just read it. I don’t think
you’ll find it quite as dry as one of your history books, but it may be close. Promise you’ll read it
while I’m gone?”“I’m sure parts of it will be interesting,” Pol said to be polite. He knew he wouldn’t
be able to generate the enthusiasm that his tutor did about their studies.“You are dismissed,” she
said.Pol gave Farthia the customary bow and left.On his way back to his rooms, Pol’s thoughts
turned to what Malden Gastoria might teach him. He had to admit that the man intimidated him.
However, he’d rather be intimidated by the magician, if he continued to be friendly, than
assaulted by his brothers and sister. Any time that he could justify away from them was time well
spent.He laid down to rest in his room. Fatigue had caught up with him, as it did from time to
time. He rang for his dinner, and when the servant came, Pol said he wanted to study, so the
servant followed him as he made his way back to the classroom.The servant lit the lamps and
set the meal on Mistress Farthia’s desk, while Pol dragged the heavy book on religion to the
large table and began to read. The sooner he started reading, the sooner he could complete
Farthia’s task. He examined the table of contents and decided to start with the chapter on the
sleeping god that Farthia had mentioned.Pol pulled out a piece of paper and wrote down the
chapter’s number. If he skipped around, he might as well record what chapters he had read. He
soon found out that whoever wrote the book had no intention of making the descriptions of the
religion entertaining.The sleeping god, called Demeron, really existed in a crystal dome, if this
book was to be believed. The crystal was opaque except for a small oval that revealed part of the
face, and that face was purportedly not quite human. The sleeping chamber itself was a wonder,
built out of strange metal with designs that looked like writing that no one knew. The whole thing
sounded like a prank to Pol, so he was a bit disappointed when he read the description. The
religion itself wasn’t too far off some sects in Baccusol, the book pointed out. There were priests
who preached the waking of the sleeping god that would usher in a new level of life. In the few
temples and churches that Farthia had taken him to, priests or clerics of one kind or another
preached a coming of their god that would change the world. Pol found that he wasn’t very
interested in religion, but he felt he had to learn how others lived when the opportunity presented
itself.Farthia admitted that with all the gods worshipped, none had actually changed society.
There were plenty of miracles sprinkled around, but magicians could create a miracle with
powers that mimicked what a god might do. He wondered what miracles Malden Gastoria had
performed. Did he perform a miracle in bringing Pol back to life from the poisoning?Pol finished
making notes of the sleeping god sect and pulled out a map of the world of Phairoon and
located the city of Fassia in the upper part of the Volian continent.One chapter down and forty-
seven more to go. How could there be so many religions? Pol yawned and rose to look out the
window. The room looked down on the central part of Borstall, revealing a number of spires and



domes of the eleven religions practiced openly in his city. They were pretty, but Pol didn’t feel a
desire to belong to any of them.~~~Chapter Two~“Mother,” Pol said, standing as Queen Molissa,
his mother, walked into his rooms.She waved her hand. “Sit down. I’ve come to see how you
fare.” His mother looked happy. Her face showed a sheen of sweat and was still a bit ruddy from
being out in the sun. She must have just come back from delivering alms.“You’ve been busy
helping others. They need help more than I do,” Pol said. He laid a book about the origin of the
Baccusol Empire on the reading table. “I’d like to go with you again, but I’m not back to full
strength yet.”He knew he still looked pale, and just getting ready for the day still tired him. He had
thought his strength was on the mend before he took that poison, and now he felt more like he
had when he was younger. He felt like an invalid again, and that had put him out of sorts until his
mother’s presence brightened up his day.“You need to get out and play with Paki more. That boy
helped put life into you.”Grostin’s role in taking life out of him was left unsaid. “He did. Malden
Gastoria said I shouldn’t be playing with him, and that I should study.”Molissa leaned over to
read the title of the book that Pol had been reading. “That will put you to sleep. It worked wonders
to do the same to me when I was a young girl. Quite a bit has happened since that was written.”“I
suspect there is much more to come,” Pol said. “There always is, but the Empire is still here after
all the centuries.”Molissa sighed. “I’m not sure that is a good thing, if you ask me.” His mother
had been politely requested to marry one of the kings or princes of the Imperial kingdoms
shortly after her parents died in an epidemic in the country of Listya far to the west of North
Salvan. She had chosen Prince Colvin, a recent widower with four small children. Pol never
really knew how her mother felt about it.Pol nodded.“I’m worried for you and worried for us, I’m
afraid,” she continued. “I suspect the poisoner was paid by one of the siblings—”“Grostin, I’d
guess,” Pol said.“You are probably right, and that means there is nothing you can do.” Molissa
sighed. “There’s nothing I can do. We only have limited power in this place.”“Do we have any
power?” Pol asked.She shook her head. “Not much. You are my heir and next in line for the
Listyan throne, but that will never happen. Your father mentioned yesterday about appointing
Landon as vassal-king of Listya, replacing the current regent, another one of your father’s
cronies. You and I represent a threat to Colvin’s other children. Once Colvin gets a notion, he just
lets it grow and grow. I think this is one of his grander ones.”“But what does Father think about
their activities.”Molissa sighed again. “Boys will be boys. That’s a clichéd saying, but I think he
thinks their treatment of you is fair game. At some point, I worry about your safety in this castle if
the King gets obsessed with putting Landon on my throne.”“I thought you and Father got
along.”“That is the sad part. We really do. He’s grown to care for me as I have for him. It’s the
children from his first marriage that work to drive us apart,” Molissa said, fingering the hem of a
sleeve. “I shouldn’t be boring you with all this depressing talk. It will only serve to keep you from
getting your strength back. Being strong is more than just physical strength. It’s also the power to
endure hardship.” Molissa laughed. “That’s coming from a Queen living in a castle. You should
see how the common people live.”“I have,” Pol said. He’d accompanied her mother in her alms-
giving expeditions a few times.She nodded her head. “Hardship is not just a lack of money. It



can be a lack of many things. Respect, trust, love. You have to endure envy and jealousy on the
part of people who would seek to put themselves above you.”“They are above me. We’ve talked
about this before,” Pol said. Her preaching sometimes got boring, and this was one of those
times. It made Pol yawn.“Oh, I’ve been taking you away from your rest.” She got to her feet. “I’ll
be back. I’ll instruct the cook to send your evening meal here.”“Will it be poisoned?”Molissa
laughed. “I assure you it won’t be since I’ll taste it first myself.”Later that evening, Pol heard a
knock at his door. ‘Dinner,’ he said to himself. He rose to the door and opened it up.“I heard you
might be hungry,” Paki said. He had dressed as a servant, rolling a wooden trolley into Pol’s
rooms.“You’ll need to watch me eat, so I don’t get poisoned,” Pol said, not able to suppress a
grin.“That didn’t work so well the last time we ate together, did it?”Pol shook his head. “My
mother said she’d taste it first to make sure my dinner was digestible.”Paki laughed. “Only you
would say digestible. Everyone else would say fine or something.” He removed the cloth covering
the trolley, revealing two plates. “One for you and one for me.”That was enough to get the boys
eating. Pol wasn’t very hungry, but he managed to keep up with his friend.“So Prince Grostin did
it?” Paki said. “That’s what my dad thinks, but don’t you tell anyone he guessed. His life wouldn’t
be worth a clod of dirt.”Pol nodded. “There’s nothing we can do but be vigilant. Actually, there’s
nothing I can do. We will need to forget the incident. My father brushed it off. Amonna didn’t
admit it was Grostin, but I could tell. Landon would come at me with a bare sword, if he was
brave enough.”“To fight a fourteen-year-old boy? He’s six years older than you and is the size of
a full-grown man.”“I know. He’s more like the King, but Grostin… who knows who he is like.
Malden Gastoria?”Paki shook his head. “The Court Magician is a reasonable person and doesn’t
let his emotions take over, so my Dad says.”“Grostin isn’t particularly emotional. He is cold and
calculating. He scares me more than my other siblings.” Pol stirred the remaining food on his
plate.“Yeah,” Paki said. “Sneaky. The kind of person who wouldn’t think twice about stabbing you
in the back.”Pol looked up from his meal. “Or poisoning a treat.”Paki nodded. “So where do we
go from here?”“Malden wants me to stay away from you…not get distracted. Mother wants me to
continue to play with you to lighten up my days. I’m sure we can find a middle ground, now that
you’re formally apprenticed to your father.”“Gardener Pakkingail. That’s me.” Paki made a face.
“That wasn’t my first choice.”“What was?”Paki looked across the room without focusing. “I always
wanted to be a scout. Much like what we were doing when we went out this week.”“You can still
do that when you are older. Siggon is a great teacher, and he knows a lot about woodcraft.”After
a snort, Paki looked intently at Pol. “You are the student. It’s hard to be taught by my father. It’s
different when you are related.”Pol laughed. “I don’t have to worry about that. My father doesn’t
want to teach me anything. He has others…” He thought of how bored he had become listening
to the queen lecture him earlier in the day. “I know what you mean, now. It’s hard to listen to my
mother.”“Perhaps my father can find someone else to teach me, and he can do the testing. That
will work.”“I don’t know if anyone can replace my mother, but I’ll talk to Mistress Farthia about it.”
Pol said. He couldn’t successfully stifle a yawn, so he shooed Paki out of his room and went to
bed early, exhausted from another day of recuperation.~In a few weeks, Pol had recovered most



of his former strength. That put him in a positive mood. He walked the halls towards the family
dining room that the children used for dinner. His parents generally had their evening meal with
nobles, merchants, or important visitors.He opened the door and found Amonna reading a book
by the window. She didn’t look very immersed in whatever she read, as she looked up and
closed the volume.“You are looking good, Pol. Now you need to get out of the castle and let the
sun bathe your face.”Pol smiled. “I don’t tan as well as you do,” he said. That applied to the other
siblings as well, with their darker coloring. “But I’m ready to resume my life.”“Life?” Grostin
entered the dining room with Landon and Honna.“What have you three been up to?” Amonna
said, standing up. She went to the fireplace and pulled on the thick decorated rope five times,
signifying how many were to eat. “I assume King Colvin and his wife will eat with
notables?”Landon smiled at his youngest sister. It turned into a grimace when his eyes landed
on Pol. “Life. I see you retained yours,” he sneered.Pol resisted clutching his fists as anger filled
him. “I am happy to say that I did.”He endured his evening meal with Amonna being the only
sibling to directly address him. Their disdain of him seemed to have become even worse.
Grostin’s face looked as if he had a boil on his bottom. The thought made Pol smile, but he
quickly suppressed it.The others rose and sat in the easy chairs that were arranged in a window
alcove.“If you’ll excuse me, I will return to my studies,” Pol said. He bowed to Amonna, but the
others didn’t even recognize his presence.As soon as Pol left the room, he made a face and
tightened his fists and locked his arms straight as he stalked off towards his rooms. Pol vowed
that he wouldn’t return to the dining room unless invited by his mother or the king. He continued
toward his rooms and ran into Malden Gastoria, sitting on a bench nearby.“Ah, there you are. I
thought we might have a chat while I checked on your progress. You look about normal, for you.”
He got up and followed Pol into his suite.“I want to see your chest, so undress, my prince,”
Malden said.Pol could hear mirth in Malden’s voice. Pol wondered why the magician would be
visiting him when he was feeling normal, but he carried out the request.Malden felt the muscles
in Pol’s arms and worked his fingers. He put his ear to Pol’s chest. “Oh. I should have listened to
your heart long before now. Did you know you have a heart murmur?”Pol furrowed his brow.
“Don’t all hearts murmur?”“Yours sort of wheezes. A heart murmur is more of a wheeze, to me,
anyway. It means your heart isn’t pumping efficiently. It’s probably why you haven’t thrived in all
these years.” The easy smile had been dropped, and replaced with a look of concern. “No
wonder you couldn’t throw off the poison as easily as the disgustingly healthy Pakkingail Horstel.
There’s nothing that can be done here in Borstall. I had thought you had some other kind of
malady.” Malden looked drowned in his thoughts for a bit. “Your future may change for a bit. I
don’t think a heavy regimen of arms training is going to do you much good to build up your
strength. You’ll probably just get more and more fatigued.”Pol rolled his eyes. “I know all about
fatigue.”“You do. Don’t worry about restricting your activities, but I wouldn’t run more than a few
miles at a time.” Malden tossed Pol’s clothes at him. “You are good enough to do most things. I
think you’ve recovered enough for now. If you have any noticeable changes, let me know.”“I am
fourteen,” Pol said. “I’m, hopefully, looking at a lot of change in the next few years.”Malden



nodded. “Ah, yes. I didn’t exactly mean puberty, but with your heart and your fatigue.”“I’ll let you
know at the soonest,” Pol said.“My Prince,” Malden bowed with his hand over his heart.That
particular honorific had never meant much to Pol before, but with his new knowledge, it did now.
He watched Malden leave his room, and then sat down and thought more about the encounter.
Malden seemed genuinely interested in his well-being. He hadn’t expected that of the
magician.Pol realized that he could learn to like Malden Gastoria. His father’s magician didn’t
talk down to him, like other men in the castle. He seemed to act more like Siggon, an interested
uncle. Pol didn’t have any uncles, but he thought that Siggon acted like one. Malden might as
well. It made Pol smile, and he ended the evening in a much better mood than when he had left
the family dining room.~Pol had finally finished the history that his mother had said put her to
sleep. He walked into the room that had once served as a nursery for the king’s children. The
toys were replaced by shelves of books. A slate board stood against a wall, and a large flat table
served as a place to examine maps of the world, of the Baccusol Empire, and of North
Salvan.Farthia Wissingbel turned around after writing numbers on the slate board. “You’re
early.”“I am. Do you know much about anatomy?”“I know a little bit about a lot of things, and
anatomy is one of them,” she said. She smiled at him. Pol put her down as another friend,
although Farthia seemed more like an older sister than an aunt to him.“Malden Gastoria thinks I
have a heart murmur.”Farthia lifted up an eyebrow. “He does, does he? I suppose he would
know. The man is a better healer than anyone else in North Salvan. If he told you that, why do
you bring it up to me?”Pol shrugged. “I want to know more about it. Do you have any books on
such things?”“I do, but there won’t be much about a heart murmur. Anything that happens inside
of you…well, we can’t see inside of a human body, at least a live one. So no one can be sure
what makes the heart murmur.”Farthia evidently didn’t have the knowledge that Malden had,
since he seemed to know from the sound of his heart that it wasn’t working properly. “He said my
heart isn’t as efficient as it should be.”She nodded and went to the bookshelves and pulled out a
book. “You don’t have to read the whole thing, but there might be something about your
condition in here.”“Why is such a book on our bookshelf?”“I can’t say. That book was in the
crates that were put here when the nursery became a room of learning. It’s not one of my
personal texts.”Pol flipped through the pages and couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows at some of
the illustrations. Bodies weren’t very nice underneath the skin. He looked at his hand and flexed
his fingers, imagining muscles and tendons moving underneath. He had learned about those
skinning rabbits with Siggon.“So what are we talking about today?”“Logistical problems. Your
father requested that I spend a few weeks on the administrative aspects of rule.” She looked at
Pol. “Take a seat, and let’s go over how you would figure out how to supply an army.”“Have you
done that yourself?”Farthia giggled. “I actually have. My father wanted to know if a certain
someone was padding his purse and tasked me to make the calculations. It took a few times to
scour the numbers and compare them to the actual figures before my father let the Emperor
know about the culprit.”“Your father?”“Oh, I never told you.” She shrugged her shoulders. “My
father works on special projects for the Emperor. He has his helpers. Before I came to teach you,



I assisted him in his work. I learned as much doing that as my time spent as one of the few ladies
enduring the abuse of being a female student at the University of Baccusol.”“I know what abuse
is,” Pol said.“You do, don’t you? I suppose my situation wasn’t particularly life-threatening, but I
did have my father available to help quell the anger from time to time. You don’t have that luxury,
even being the king’s son.”“Not when my tormentors are my brothers and older sister.”Farthia
pursed her lips and shook her head. “Let’s get into our studies.”They spent a full morning on
logistics. Once Pol figured out the basic point of what Farthia taught, calculating the needs of an
army became less interesting. He endured it until lunch. He suggested that they eat in the
classroom. Pol had no desire to go to the family dining room, and he wanted to know more about
the political situation in the Empire. He never tired of hearing about the far-flung Baccusol
Empire that covered the entire continent of Eastril except for the reclusive people in Shinkya.
Since the Emperor ruled with a light hand, kingdoms and dukedoms did much on their own.
They wrote their own laws, subject to the review by Imperial lawyers, but in Pol’s eyes, every
undefended entity was still treated as a vassal-state to Baccusol, the country from which the
Emperor administered the affairs of the entire continent from the Imperial capital of Yastan.“So
what restrictions does the Emperor really make on the countries that make up the Empire?”
Farthia said, expecting a quick answer by tapping her fingernail on her wooden surface of her
desk.“He restricts all countries to a maximum armed force of two thousand men. Countries can
fight each other, but the loss of men and material is minimized. The law of the Empire, the
Codex, is contained on one hundred pages. The country heads administer all other laws. The
Empire has been in place for seven hundred years, even though specific country boundaries
have changed somewhat since the founding of the Empire.”“You do know your politics, Pol,”
Farthia said. “That could have come right out of a textbook. What is the implication of your
father’s alliance with Listya?”Pol put his hand to his chin. He’d seen Malden Gastoria do such a
thing, and he wondered if the gesture helped one think. “It is marginally legal. Father can have a
vassal-king or duke that rules under the laws of North Salvan. I think it might be against the
Codex since the countries aren’t physically adjacent.” Pol was unsure of that, but it seemed right
to him.“Right, again,” Farthia said with a lowered voice. “I suggest that you don’t openly take that
point of view, however.”Pol nodded. “My father does not take dissent lightly.”“Especially when he
wants to put your older brother on the Listyan throne. He has been more vocal in his desire to do
so, and I think that will eventually lead to more pressure put on you.”Hence, Pol thought, the
cause of anger and resentment. Pol might represent a possible threat to Landon, if the Emperor
decided that King Colvin had overreached. After his mother, he was first in line, not Landon. But
that didn’t mean anything to his father or any of his siblings, with the possible exception of
Amonna.“I think I have been given a message about that, already,” Pol said.Farthia looked
confused, and then she understood. “Oh. You have indeed. Vigilance. Always vigilance. Even in
the Emperor’s city, one must stay on one’s toes. My own father knows that all too well.”“What is
next?”“A treatise on the religions of the world.” She pulled a thick book from one of the shelves
and put it on the map table. “I’ll be traveling to Yastan and will be gone for a month or two. I want



you to read this book while I’m gone. Malden Gastoria has agreed to take my place, and he will
be teaching you other subjects, and working on your mathematics and writing skills. I leave
tonight.”Pol pursed his lips. He liked his tutor and would miss her, especially if the actions of his
siblings were to get worse.“What’s interesting in here?” Pol said as he hefted the book. It was so
dense that he wouldn’t bring it back to his rooms, since the book was much too heavy for a
fourteen-year-old boy, healthy or not.“Get to know what others believe. There’s even a religion
on the continent of Volia that claims its god is sleeping in their cathedral. Just read it. I don’t think
you’ll find it quite as dry as one of your history books, but it may be close. Promise you’ll read it
while I’m gone?”“I’m sure parts of it will be interesting,” Pol said to be polite. He knew he wouldn’t
be able to generate the enthusiasm that his tutor did about their studies.“You are dismissed,” she
said.Pol gave Farthia the customary bow and left.On his way back to his rooms, Pol’s thoughts
turned to what Malden Gastoria might teach him. He had to admit that the man intimidated him.
However, he’d rather be intimidated by the magician, if he continued to be friendly, than
assaulted by his brothers and sister. Any time that he could justify away from them was time well
spent.He laid down to rest in his room. Fatigue had caught up with him, as it did from time to
time. He rang for his dinner, and when the servant came, Pol said he wanted to study, so the
servant followed him as he made his way back to the classroom.The servant lit the lamps and
set the meal on Mistress Farthia’s desk, while Pol dragged the heavy book on religion to the
large table and began to read. The sooner he started reading, the sooner he could complete
Farthia’s task. He examined the table of contents and decided to start with the chapter on the
sleeping god that Farthia had mentioned.Pol pulled out a piece of paper and wrote down the
chapter’s number. If he skipped around, he might as well record what chapters he had read. He
soon found out that whoever wrote the book had no intention of making the descriptions of the
religion entertaining.The sleeping god, called Demeron, really existed in a crystal dome, if this
book was to be believed. The crystal was opaque except for a small oval that revealed part of the
face, and that face was purportedly not quite human. The sleeping chamber itself was a wonder,
built out of strange metal with designs that looked like writing that no one knew. The whole thing
sounded like a prank to Pol, so he was a bit disappointed when he read the description. The
religion itself wasn’t too far off some sects in Baccusol, the book pointed out. There were priests
who preached the waking of the sleeping god that would usher in a new level of life. In the few
temples and churches that Farthia had taken him to, priests or clerics of one kind or another
preached a coming of their god that would change the world. Pol found that he wasn’t very
interested in religion, but he felt he had to learn how others lived when the opportunity presented
itself.Farthia admitted that with all the gods worshipped, none had actually changed society.
There were plenty of miracles sprinkled around, but magicians could create a miracle with
powers that mimicked what a god might do. He wondered what miracles Malden Gastoria had
performed. Did he perform a miracle in bringing Pol back to life from the poisoning?Pol finished
making notes of the sleeping god sect and pulled out a map of the world of Phairoon and
located the city of Fassia in the upper part of the Volian continent.One chapter down and forty-



seven more to go. How could there be so many religions? Pol yawned and rose to look out the
window. The room looked down on the central part of Borstall, revealing a number of spires and
domes of the eleven religions practiced openly in his city. They were pretty, but Pol didn’t feel a
desire to belong to any of them.~~~Chapter Three~After a restless night filled with gods and
priests chasing him, Pol awoke and decided he needed some exercise, so he went to the family
dining room early for breakfast. He breathed a sigh of relief that his siblings hadn’t shown up yet,
so his plan of going early had paid off.He finished his breakfast just as Landon entered with his
older sister Honna. Pol endured sneers from both of them, and neither spoke to him, even
though he had wished them a good morning. He exited the dining room, wishing that he had
finished sooner, but it felt good to walk the castle’s corridors after scurrying about for the past
weeks.Pol looked down at the courtyard from a tall window and saw Farthia just getting into a
carriage. Malden Gastoria helped her in and closed the door. They had a few final words, and as
the carriage left, Malden waved with a slight smile on his face. He turned around to re-enter the
castle and looked up to spy Pol standing in the window. Malden gave another little wave to him,
before moving out of sight.Honna walked up beside Pol. “Making nice with Malden, the mad
magician?”Pol narrowed his eyes. “Malden’s not mad. Different, but not mad.”“Twit,” Honna said,
turning her face into her characteristic sneer and pushed Pol backwards.He fell over something
and landed on his shoulders, and his head slammed into the stone floor. He noticed Landon’s
face leering before the pain in his head made him pass out.~“Not again,” Pol said as he came to.
Back in the infirmary, he looked up at Malden. “How long was I out this time?”Malden frowned.
“An hour? I suppose they pulled this prank while you were at the window looking at Farthia
leave.”Pol nodded, but that made his head ache. “This time it was a prank,” Pol said. “They’ve
used that trick enough times in my life. I thought both of them had outgrown something like
that.”“When you get older, pushing someone backwards gets more dangerous. Your lack of
strength didn’t help you avoid hitting your head.”“I know. I tried to get to my breakfast early, but
not early enough.”Malden took Pol’s pulse. He closed his eyes and whispered something. The
magician’s eyes opened, but were unfocused. “I’ll be eating my meals with you, for now.
Perhaps breakfast in your chambers and dinner in mine, unless King Colvin eats with his
family.”“They will hate me even more if I do that.”Malden shook his head. “Do you really think they
will change their minds? I don’t.”The magician’s frank opinion shocked Pol. “You should be
defending them. Saying their anger will eventually go away. That’s what most people say. They
will outgrow the pranks,” Pol said.“Oh, I’ll concede that their anger may end some day in the
distant future, but they will never like you. Prince Poldon Fairfield is an unwelcome threat to
them, especially Landon, since he has his heart set on ruling Listya.”Pol felt deflated. In a fair
world, he would be the one in line to sit on the Listyan throne, but what was fair or honest in the
world around him? He shook his head and made it ache.“Spend today in bed. I’ll send along
Paki to cheer you up.” Malden stood up and left Pol alone in the same room he had used to
recover from the poisoning.Amonna poked her head in the door an hour or so later. “Are you
feeling any better?”“I felt just fine this morning before breakfast,” Pol said. He rubbed his



forehead and the pain didn’t seem as bad. “My headache has improved, if that’s what you
mean.”She smiled. “It was. I’m sorry about Honna’s prank.”“Honna and Landon,” Pol said,
correcting her. “I’m sure they aren’t sorry.Amonna just nodded. She gave him a weak smile. “Get
better. Perhaps we can spend an afternoon in the classroom reading.”“I’d like that,” Pol said. At
least she acted friendly. He didn’t expect her to actually take any time out with him. Amonna
wasn’t filled with anger, but there were always a lot of ‘perhaps’ in their conversations that never
came to pass.She patted his hand and said goodbye, leaving Pol alone in the room again. He
looked out the window and let a healer check on his heartbeat and pulse. The healer didn’t say a
word and left him alone.Pol began to get restless when Kelso Beastwell walked in. He was a tall,
broad man who had served faithfully as his father’s Captain of the Guard. His father
commissioned Kelso to train his brothers in the use of arms. All of the older siblings attended
some kind of weapons classes, especially Landon and Grostin. The two sisters had learned
basic defenses using whatever was at hand and knew how to carry and use small knives, at
least Amonna had told him that. Pol had no reason to doubt her word.“It’s about time you
commenced your training. The king told me to let you grow up a bit, but from what I heard today,
it’s time for you to get started. You need to learn to defend yourself.”“I’m not interested in fighting
my brothers,” Pol said. “They would only hit me harder.”“Not so,” Kelso said.Pol thought, what did
he know? Kelso had never been poisoned or the object of such hate. Pol found himself too tired
to fight back. Thoughts of doing so only made his head hurt worse.“I don’t want to learn. Perhaps
if you can teach me some exercises that I can do in my rooms…” Pol offered an alternative, and
that would be all Kelso would get out of him.Kelso had the look that told Pol that he had
succeeded in avoiding any physical activity. It looked like he had won, this time.“It is my wish,
Prince, that you improve and return to your studies. If you change your mind, I’m sure we can
teach you something to improve your chances to survive in this life.” He gave Pol a short bow
and left him alone with his thoughts.Malden Gastoria thought his siblings wouldn’t get any worse.
Pol knew otherwise. He could see all kinds of nastier tricks they could play on him. It seemed
that their actions took a turn for the worse, and Pol would have to find a way to make them hate
him less. He could make that his goal. He nodded to himself, but he wracked his brain for some
kind of solution to his dilemma. Maybe avoiding his siblings was the wrong approach. Perhaps
his defensiveness made things worse. He snapped his fingers and thought he had found the
answer. He would make more of an effort to be a friend to them all.Tomorrow he would show up
for breakfast at their normal time and extend a hand of friendship. Pol wasn’t so naive as to think
that he could let his guard down, but he would do what he could to show them that their
intimidation efforts wouldn’t make him angry with them.~Breakfast couldn’t come too soon for
Pol. He had to wait, pacing the floor of his sitting room, waiting for the right time to bound into the
dining room. Rain began to patter against the windows as the sky turned darker and darker.The
time had come, so he walked quickly to the dining room, only to find his mother and father as
sole occupants. Where were his siblings?“I am sorry to intrude,” Pol said. Bowing his head to the
King and Queen of North Salvan.“You’re not intruding, my dear,” his mother said. “The other



children poked their heads in the door and quickly left, just like you. Have a seat and tell us how
you feel after yesterday’s accident.”Accident? Pol thought that it was more like assault. “How did
you find out?”“Malden, as usual,” the King said. “Although I don’t think he termed it an accident.”
He looked at his wife.Pol restrained a smile. So Malden had supported him while he described
the incident. Good for the magician.She waved off her husband’s stare. “We need to all get
along,” she said, uncomfortably.Their comments confused him. He thought his father would
defend his children, and now his mother was…or was she? Perhaps she had come to the same
conclusion that he had. He couldn’t help but nod his head while he looked over at the buffet
table. “I’ll get something,” he said, hoping to change the subject and get out of their line of sight.
Pol knew he didn’t hide his feelings very well. He sighed at the thought, because none of his
siblings could either.“We haven’t really had the chance to chat, just the three of us,” King Colvin
said. He looked at his wife. “It might be a good idea to get something out in the open.”Pol quickly
began to eat. He didn’t want to be in the position of having to say anything about Landon’s claim
to the Listyan throne, but if his father was obsessing on Listya, Pol would certainly be made
uncomfortable. The King’s mind could be transparent sometimes.“I intend on placing Landon on
your throne, Molissa.”Even though she knew it was inevitable, his mother turned red. “I know you
will do what is best for my country.”“Our country,” his father corrected. “It remains my country, not
Landon’s. He will serve as a vassal-king to me.”For how long? Pol thought. Listya was across the
continent, and that would probably be far enough away from North Salvan for Landon to do
whatever he wanted.His mother cleared her throat. “How will Hazett III accept the concept of a
king having a vassal-king? It’s never been attempted during the Empire before. Dukes were the
highest ranked vassals to kings, and there are none in the Empire that I know of now.”The king
waved his fork around. “Details. Details that I have taken care of. The petition is already on its
way to Yastan.”So that was one reason his tutor had left so abruptly. The petition had to be on the
carriage with Farthia Wissingbel. So his teacher traveled all the way to the Imperial Capital as his
father’s messenger? If she didn’t know Emperor Hazett III, her father certainly would. Did she
know what his father had included in the petition? She might. That didn’t mean she supported it,
since he felt that she didn’t like Landon all that much.“What about Pol?” his mother said.Pol
nearly winced at her question. He didn’t want the King’s focus on him, and he couldn’t help but
squirm in his chair. He quickly put another morsel in his mouth to keep from saying
anything.“Pol? What about him? He is weak. Smarter than my other children, but weak, and who
knows how long his health will hold up dealing with the stresses of ruling a kingdom?” The King
spoke of him as if he wasn’t seated at the same table. What kind of a compliment did he just
hear? Smarter than the others, but not up to the stress. His father might just be right. This
conversation was already wearing him out.“It’s all right, Mother. I never have thought about ruling
your country. All I’m really interested in right now is learning as much as I can about the world,
and Mistress Wissingbel is teaching me to be a scholar, not a king.” Pol knew that wasn’t entirely
true, but the fib would serve the purpose of hopefully avoiding his father’s attention. The last
thing Pol wanted his father to do was join his siblings in disliking him.“See, Molly?”His mother



shook her head at the King. “I told you not to use that nickname in front of the children.”“I don’t
see what’s wrong,” the King shrugged. “Very well.”“If you want me to sign something to keep me
from taking the Listyan throne, I’ll consider it, Father. If it will stop the ‘accidents,’ I may be
willing,” Pol said.His mother shot him a warning glare.“In the future, when I’m closer to a proper
age, of course.” Pol put his head down and took another bite, rather proud of himself for coming
up with the offer. He didn’t worry about his health lasting in the near term; at least as long as
Malden was around, but his siblings might not wait for his health to fail; in fact, it appears that
they had already stopped waiting.“Of course,” his father said, with an eye firmly on his wife.
“Something to think about.” He straightened his tunic and stood. “I’m done, and I think we’ve
talked enough. Are you finished, my queen?”“I’m not quite done. You go on ahead, if you wish,
Husband.”The King nodded to the both of them and left.His mother took a drink of watered wine
from a goblet and put it down on the table a bit more forcefully than called for, and that made Pol
jump. He’d never seen such anger on her face, and it also showed how tightly her hands were
fisted.“To mention that to you! I’m sorry, Poldon. I must apologize for the King.”Pol put his hand
up. “No apology necessary, Mother. I’m serious about a letter of abdicating my right to the
Listyan throne. It may be the only way I can survive for the next few years.”His mother looked
shocked, and then after a long moment, tears formed in her eyes. “Oh, my dear one. You are
wiser than your years.”“The King did say I was smarter.”She narrowed her eyes, but Pol could
see the playfulness in her face. “Smarter than your siblings doesn’t mean you are smart, just
relatively so.”Pol nodded.“I wouldn’t be surprised if the King is looking in the Imperial Codex and
in the law books of North Salvan for the rules on abdication. It is horrible what Colvin’s three
oldest children have done to you. Their meanness only gets worse.”“It might have stopped
forever in the forest if Siggon hadn’t—” Pol said.“I know what Siggon did. You don’t have to
describe it at breakfast,” she said.Pol wondered about Mistress Farthia’s journey. “Did my
teacher leave for Yastan just to deliver Father’s petition?”“Let’s say he took an easy opportunity
to make sure his petition got into the right hands.” His mother looked worried. “I had always
thought you would take my own father’s place…” She looked out the window and then back to
Pol. “But your health needs to improve. I can wait.”Pol smiled to comfort his mother. “Maybe I’ll
take my father’s place here in Borstall.” Pol knew his siblings wouldn’t permit something so bold,
and they definitely wouldn’t wait.His mother looked a bit shocked at Pol’s comment. She
smoothed her face and lifted her chin to look more like a queen and less like a mother. “Over the
dead bodies of your brothers and sisters, and that even includes your friend, Amonna, my dear.
There is nothing more to say, for now.” His mother and he were in precise agreement on
that.~~~Chapter Three~After a restless night filled with gods and priests chasing him, Pol awoke
and decided he needed some exercise, so he went to the family dining room early for breakfast.
He breathed a sigh of relief that his siblings hadn’t shown up yet, so his plan of going early had
paid off.He finished his breakfast just as Landon entered with his older sister Honna. Pol
endured sneers from both of them, and neither spoke to him, even though he had wished them a
good morning. He exited the dining room, wishing that he had finished sooner, but it felt good to



walk the castle’s corridors after scurrying about for the past weeks.Pol looked down at the
courtyard from a tall window and saw Farthia just getting into a carriage. Malden Gastoria helped
her in and closed the door. They had a few final words, and as the carriage left, Malden waved
with a slight smile on his face. He turned around to re-enter the castle and looked up to spy Pol
standing in the window. Malden gave another little wave to him, before moving out of
sight.Honna walked up beside Pol. “Making nice with Malden, the mad magician?”Pol narrowed
his eyes. “Malden’s not mad. Different, but not mad.”“Twit,” Honna said, turning her face into her
characteristic sneer and pushed Pol backwards.He fell over something and landed on his
shoulders, and his head slammed into the stone floor. He noticed Landon’s face leering before
the pain in his head made him pass out.~“Not again,” Pol said as he came to. Back in the
infirmary, he looked up at Malden. “How long was I out this time?”Malden frowned. “An hour? I
suppose they pulled this prank while you were at the window looking at Farthia leave.”Pol
nodded, but that made his head ache. “This time it was a prank,” Pol said. “They’ve used that
trick enough times in my life. I thought both of them had outgrown something like that.”“When
you get older, pushing someone backwards gets more dangerous. Your lack of strength didn’t
help you avoid hitting your head.”“I know. I tried to get to my breakfast early, but not early
enough.”Malden took Pol’s pulse. He closed his eyes and whispered something. The magician’s
eyes opened, but were unfocused. “I’ll be eating my meals with you, for now. Perhaps breakfast
in your chambers and dinner in mine, unless King Colvin eats with his family.”“They will hate me
even more if I do that.”Malden shook his head. “Do you really think they will change their minds?
I don’t.”The magician’s frank opinion shocked Pol. “You should be defending them. Saying their
anger will eventually go away. That’s what most people say. They will outgrow the pranks,” Pol
said.“Oh, I’ll concede that their anger may end some day in the distant future, but they will never
like you. Prince Poldon Fairfield is an unwelcome threat to them, especially Landon, since he
has his heart set on ruling Listya.”Pol felt deflated. In a fair world, he would be the one in line to
sit on the Listyan throne, but what was fair or honest in the world around him? He shook his
head and made it ache.“Spend today in bed. I’ll send along Paki to cheer you up.” Malden stood
up and left Pol alone in the same room he had used to recover from the poisoning.Amonna
poked her head in the door an hour or so later. “Are you feeling any better?”“I felt just fine this
morning before breakfast,” Pol said. He rubbed his forehead and the pain didn’t seem as bad.
“My headache has improved, if that’s what you mean.”She smiled. “It was. I’m sorry about
Honna’s prank.”“Honna and Landon,” Pol said, correcting her. “I’m sure they aren’t sorry.Amonna
just nodded. She gave him a weak smile. “Get better. Perhaps we can spend an afternoon in the
classroom reading.”“I’d like that,” Pol said. At least she acted friendly. He didn’t expect her to
actually take any time out with him. Amonna wasn’t filled with anger, but there were always a lot
of ‘perhaps’ in their conversations that never came to pass.She patted his hand and said
goodbye, leaving Pol alone in the room again. He looked out the window and let a healer check
on his heartbeat and pulse. The healer didn’t say a word and left him alone.Pol began to get
restless when Kelso Beastwell walked in. He was a tall, broad man who had served faithfully as



his father’s Captain of the Guard. His father commissioned Kelso to train his brothers in the use
of arms. All of the older siblings attended some kind of weapons classes, especially Landon and
Grostin. The two sisters had learned basic defenses using whatever was at hand and knew how
to carry and use small knives, at least Amonna had told him that. Pol had no reason to doubt her
word.“It’s about time you commenced your training. The king told me to let you grow up a bit, but
from what I heard today, it’s time for you to get started. You need to learn to defend yourself.”“I’m
not interested in fighting my brothers,” Pol said. “They would only hit me harder.”“Not so,” Kelso
said.Pol thought, what did he know? Kelso had never been poisoned or the object of such hate.
Pol found himself too tired to fight back. Thoughts of doing so only made his head hurt worse.“I
don’t want to learn. Perhaps if you can teach me some exercises that I can do in my rooms…”
Pol offered an alternative, and that would be all Kelso would get out of him.Kelso had the look
that told Pol that he had succeeded in avoiding any physical activity. It looked like he had won,
this time.“It is my wish, Prince, that you improve and return to your studies. If you change your
mind, I’m sure we can teach you something to improve your chances to survive in this life.” He
gave Pol a short bow and left him alone with his thoughts.Malden Gastoria thought his siblings
wouldn’t get any worse. Pol knew otherwise. He could see all kinds of nastier tricks they could
play on him. It seemed that their actions took a turn for the worse, and Pol would have to find a
way to make them hate him less. He could make that his goal. He nodded to himself, but he
wracked his brain for some kind of solution to his dilemma. Maybe avoiding his siblings was the
wrong approach. Perhaps his defensiveness made things worse. He snapped his fingers and
thought he had found the answer. He would make more of an effort to be a friend to them
all.Tomorrow he would show up for breakfast at their normal time and extend a hand of
friendship. Pol wasn’t so naive as to think that he could let his guard down, but he would do what
he could to show them that their intimidation efforts wouldn’t make him angry with
them.~Breakfast couldn’t come too soon for Pol. He had to wait, pacing the floor of his sitting
room, waiting for the right time to bound into the dining room. Rain began to patter against the
windows as the sky turned darker and darker.The time had come, so he walked quickly to the
dining room, only to find his mother and father as sole occupants. Where were his siblings?“I am
sorry to intrude,” Pol said. Bowing his head to the King and Queen of North Salvan.“You’re not
intruding, my dear,” his mother said. “The other children poked their heads in the door and
quickly left, just like you. Have a seat and tell us how you feel after yesterday’s
accident.”Accident? Pol thought that it was more like assault. “How did you find out?”“Malden, as
usual,” the King said. “Although I don’t think he termed it an accident.” He looked at his wife.Pol
restrained a smile. So Malden had supported him while he described the incident. Good for the
magician.She waved off her husband’s stare. “We need to all get along,” she said,
uncomfortably.Their comments confused him. He thought his father would defend his children,
and now his mother was…or was she? Perhaps she had come to the same conclusion that he
had. He couldn’t help but nod his head while he looked over at the buffet table. “I’ll get
something,” he said, hoping to change the subject and get out of their line of sight. Pol knew he



didn’t hide his feelings very well. He sighed at the thought, because none of his siblings could
either.“We haven’t really had the chance to chat, just the three of us,” King Colvin said. He
looked at his wife. “It might be a good idea to get something out in the open.”Pol quickly began to
eat. He didn’t want to be in the position of having to say anything about Landon’s claim to the
Listyan throne, but if his father was obsessing on Listya, Pol would certainly be made
uncomfortable. The King’s mind could be transparent sometimes.“I intend on placing Landon on
your throne, Molissa.”Even though she knew it was inevitable, his mother turned red. “I know you
will do what is best for my country.”“Our country,” his father corrected. “It remains my country, not
Landon’s. He will serve as a vassal-king to me.”For how long? Pol thought. Listya was across the
continent, and that would probably be far enough away from North Salvan for Landon to do
whatever he wanted.His mother cleared her throat. “How will Hazett III accept the concept of a
king having a vassal-king? It’s never been attempted during the Empire before. Dukes were the
highest ranked vassals to kings, and there are none in the Empire that I know of now.”The king
waved his fork around. “Details. Details that I have taken care of. The petition is already on its
way to Yastan.”So that was one reason his tutor had left so abruptly. The petition had to be on the
carriage with Farthia Wissingbel. So his teacher traveled all the way to the Imperial Capital as his
father’s messenger? If she didn’t know Emperor Hazett III, her father certainly would. Did she
know what his father had included in the petition? She might. That didn’t mean she supported it,
since he felt that she didn’t like Landon all that much.“What about Pol?” his mother said.Pol
nearly winced at her question. He didn’t want the King’s focus on him, and he couldn’t help but
squirm in his chair. He quickly put another morsel in his mouth to keep from saying
anything.“Pol? What about him? He is weak. Smarter than my other children, but weak, and who
knows how long his health will hold up dealing with the stresses of ruling a kingdom?” The King
spoke of him as if he wasn’t seated at the same table. What kind of a compliment did he just
hear? Smarter than the others, but not up to the stress. His father might just be right. This
conversation was already wearing him out.“It’s all right, Mother. I never have thought about ruling
your country. All I’m really interested in right now is learning as much as I can about the world,
and Mistress Wissingbel is teaching me to be a scholar, not a king.” Pol knew that wasn’t entirely
true, but the fib would serve the purpose of hopefully avoiding his father’s attention. The last
thing Pol wanted his father to do was join his siblings in disliking him.“See, Molly?”His mother
shook her head at the King. “I told you not to use that nickname in front of the children.”“I don’t
see what’s wrong,” the King shrugged. “Very well.”“If you want me to sign something to keep me
from taking the Listyan throne, I’ll consider it, Father. If it will stop the ‘accidents,’ I may be
willing,” Pol said.His mother shot him a warning glare.“In the future, when I’m closer to a proper
age, of course.” Pol put his head down and took another bite, rather proud of himself for coming
up with the offer. He didn’t worry about his health lasting in the near term; at least as long as
Malden was around, but his siblings might not wait for his health to fail; in fact, it appears that
they had already stopped waiting.“Of course,” his father said, with an eye firmly on his wife.
“Something to think about.” He straightened his tunic and stood. “I’m done, and I think we’ve



talked enough. Are you finished, my queen?”“I’m not quite done. You go on ahead, if you wish,
Husband.”The King nodded to the both of them and left.His mother took a drink of watered wine
from a goblet and put it down on the table a bit more forcefully than called for, and that made Pol
jump. He’d never seen such anger on her face, and it also showed how tightly her hands were
fisted.“To mention that to you! I’m sorry, Poldon. I must apologize for the King.”Pol put his hand
up. “No apology necessary, Mother. I’m serious about a letter of abdicating my right to the
Listyan throne. It may be the only way I can survive for the next few years.”His mother looked
shocked, and then after a long moment, tears formed in her eyes. “Oh, my dear one. You are
wiser than your years.”“The King did say I was smarter.”She narrowed her eyes, but Pol could
see the playfulness in her face. “Smarter than your siblings doesn’t mean you are smart, just
relatively so.”Pol nodded.“I wouldn’t be surprised if the King is looking in the Imperial Codex and
in the law books of North Salvan for the rules on abdication. It is horrible what Colvin’s three
oldest children have done to you. Their meanness only gets worse.”“It might have stopped
forever in the forest if Siggon hadn’t—” Pol said.“I know what Siggon did. You don’t have to
describe it at breakfast,” she said.Pol wondered about Mistress Farthia’s journey. “Did my
teacher leave for Yastan just to deliver Father’s petition?”“Let’s say he took an easy opportunity
to make sure his petition got into the right hands.” His mother looked worried. “I had always
thought you would take my own father’s place…” She looked out the window and then back to
Pol. “But your health needs to improve. I can wait.”Pol smiled to comfort his mother. “Maybe I’ll
take my father’s place here in Borstall.” Pol knew his siblings wouldn’t permit something so bold,
and they definitely wouldn’t wait.His mother looked a bit shocked at Pol’s comment. She
smoothed her face and lifted her chin to look more like a queen and less like a mother. “Over the
dead bodies of your brothers and sisters, and that even includes your friend, Amonna, my dear.
There is nothing more to say, for now.” His mother and he were in precise agreement on
that.~~~Chapter Four~The conversation with his parents hadn’t quite gone the way he had
expected. He thought his father would demean him, and his mother would step up to defend
Pol’s right to the Listyan throne. Instead, the King unexpectedly threw him a compliment, and his
mother chided him for naiveté.He shook his head while he headed towards the classroom and
passed a window looking out at the Royal Gardens. His mind needed some kind of distraction,
so Pol decided to stroll in the gardens. Perhaps the change in scenery would help him to
process the disturbing breakfast.No one disrupted his stroll down to the ground level of the
castle and out the door leading to the gardens. He walked, taking in Siggon’s handiwork. The
colors seemed to ring like bells in his mind, a visual music that Pol hadn’t quite realized before.
He sat on a bench under a small tree and looked about at the pathway and the vibrant
borders.Someone pushed hard in the back, enough to spill him onto the gravel path. He heard
laughing and wondered which of his brothers had played with him this time. He hadn’t even had
an opportunity to prepare his mind to act calm and friendly.“Only you, My Prince?” Paki said,
grinning, as he leaned against the tree and swept the cloth hat from his head in a bow. “I hope
you’re not hurt.” A look of concern replaced his grin.Pol got to his feet, brushing the gravel from



his knees and hands. “Nothing permanent.” He tried to say it as seriously as he could, showing
him the abrasions on his palms.Paki winced and bowed his head. “I’m sorry.”After giving his
friend a mock glare, Pol broke into a smile. “Don’t be. I would have expected much worse
from…”Paki raised a hand to keep Pol from continuing. “I know,” Paki’s gaze went up to the
castle. He turned back to Pol and put his foot on the bench, facing Pol. “What brings you to my
domain?”“Your father’s. You still don’t strike me as the gardener type.”Paki frowned, but then
brightened. “To tell you the truth, neither does my Dad. I’m his apprentice until further notice,
though. He’s teaching me how to be a scout, but a scout who knows all the plants in the forest.
I’ll get to know what can be used for healing and which herbs for cooking,” Paki got closer to Pol
and looked around, “and what can be used for poisons.” He jerked his head. “I’ll not be letting
someone get to me again.”“I’d like to get in on that instruction,” Pol said, “but I’m afraid my father
won’t allow it.”Paki puffed out his chest. “Did you ask him?”Pol laughed. “Why would I do
that?”“You won’t know if he doesn’t allow it if you haven’t made the effort to ask.”Pol wondered
about that. He made the effort to ask his mother about taking the Borstall throne, but perhaps
that question was impertinent. “Knowledge is power.”“What?” Paki said. “Where did that come
from?”“Something that I learned from Mistress Farthia. I guess I’ve been learning more
statesmanship than I thought. Your learning woodcraft along with your gardening gives you more
knowledge. Maybe no one would give you a chance to be a scout if you didn’t have that
knowledge. It’s the same thing ruling a country, supposedly, but you really don’t get the chance if
you’re not born the right way.”Paki sat down next to him. “Born the right way? You’re a prince by
birth. Doesn’t that count for anything?”“Not to my siblings. They have the birthright, but I’m afraid
all I have is the knowledge.”“Then why don’t you make use of your knowledge?”Pol considered
the question in his own mind. What knowledge did he have that would make him valuable to
anyone? His father said he was smart, but then he dismissed Pol in the next sentence as too
weak. Maybe knowledge wasn’t the source of all power.Suddenly he knew he’d have to seek out
Kelso Beastwell. He needed the kind of knowledge that he could use in his own defense, and
Kelso could teach him how to use weapons and build up his strength. He might not get strong,
but his father had all but told him that he was useless in his present state. Malden Gastoria told
him that he wouldn’t get a lot stronger, but one didn’t necessarily need strength. If Amonna and
Honna could get some training in, so could Pol.“You’re thinking again,” Paki said as he gently
shook Pol’s shoulder.“Keep shaking. I think you’ve dislodged an important thought. Why don’t
you give me a more detailed tour of the garden? It sure is colorful.”Pol spent the next few hours
roaming around the garden until Siggon called Paki away. He sat down on another bench and
was trying to fix in his mind what he had just discovered when Malden Gastoria walked up to
him.“Lunch in my rooms, Prince Poldon,” Malden said. “I came out when I overheard that you
were noticed wandering the gardens by certain people.” He flashed his eyes towards the
castle.~The magician’s rooms were on the other side of the castle from the Royal Family’s
quarters. The walk wore Pol out a bit, but he made it without a single wheeze. It seemed that he
had nearly recovered from his poisoning.“Come in,” Malden said. “You haven’t been here before,



have you?”Pol shook his head.“No revived corpses or boiling blood here, I’m afraid. We will be
talking about magic, however. In fact, I’d like to test you to see what kind of potential you
have.”“Me? I’m no magician.”Malden squinted his eyes and took Pol’s hand. His eyes went
unfocused for a moment, and then he looked at Pol. “You can be, you know. It takes a certain
mind, and I’m sure you have that kind of mind. Your siblings don’t, except for Grostin, perhaps,
and I’d never teach him anything.”“Refuse to teach a prince?” Pol said.“I’d leave your father’s
service first. That is between you and me, right?” Malden said it so calmly, but Pol’s heart began
to race at the implications in the magician’s words.“You don’t trust him? His mind is too
devious?”Malden nodded. “Let’s leave it at that.” He took a portfolio from his bookshelf. His
books were haphazardly arranged. Mistress Wissingbel’s bookshelves in the classroom were a
model of orderliness. He untied the two strings that held a number of thick pages.“I want you to
examine this board intently. Tell me what you see.” Malden pulled what he called a board from
the portfolio. Someone had painstakingly painted lots of different colored dots on a black
background. Pol couldn’t see the point of the exercise, and he let Malden know it.“Patience.
Keep looking. There is a pattern in there, and I want you to tell me what it is.”Pol put the board on
his lap. He leaned over and squinted his eyes and looked quickly from one side to the other to
see if he could pick up something, but the dots still looked like dots.“You have to let your eyes
take over. Don’t try too hard, or you will fail.”“Fail?” Pol said. “I either pass or fail this test?”Malden
nodded. “I’ll give you a few more moments.” He stepped to a rope pull and jerked it three times,
twice. “I have called for lunch. They always give me more than enough for two, so we’ll get
enough to eat. I’m afraid I may not eat quite as fancily-made food as you do.”“It’s all right,” Pol
said, waving his hand, still concentrating on the board. He rubbed his eyes and kept them
closed. Relax, he told himself. He opened his eyes and something materialized. It was a
shape… an animal?“I saw something! Am I doing magic?”Malden shook his head. “No. This is
all preliminary to your testing. Keep looking until you can see the shape as long as you look at it.
A momentary flash is insufficient.” He picked up a book on a side table and began to read.Pol
closed his eyes again and relaxed, just as he had the first time. He took a deep breath and
slowly opened his eyes. He cried out in frustration, but then let his eyes relax without closing
them and all of a sudden the shape of a horse appeared in front of him.“It’s a horse! I can see it.
Not very well drawn, though.”Malden lifted his eyes from the book and nodded his head. “Take
the next one and tell me what that is. It’s the same technique. It is very hard to create an image
with the dots, so give the illustrator some latitude, that’s a good prince.” He went back to reading
as Pol pulled the next board from the portfolio.It took him half the time to figure out the image,
and then he flew through the others once he had the technique down.“Good. You passed the
first qualifier. If you can’t detect the pattern, then your mind just won’t be able to handle the
magic technique. Rest for a bit until our lunch is delivered.” Malden pointed to a couch on the
other side of the room.Malden had to wake him when lunch finally arrived. Pol rubbed his
eyes.Chapter Four~The conversation with his parents hadn’t quite gone the way he had
expected. He thought his father would demean him, and his mother would step up to defend



Pol’s right to the Listyan throne. Instead, the King unexpectedly threw him a compliment, and his
mother chided him for naiveté.He shook his head while he headed towards the classroom and
passed a window looking out at the Royal Gardens. His mind needed some kind of distraction,
so Pol decided to stroll in the gardens. Perhaps the change in scenery would help him to
process the disturbing breakfast.No one disrupted his stroll down to the ground level of the
castle and out the door leading to the gardens. He walked, taking in Siggon’s handiwork. The
colors seemed to ring like bells in his mind, a visual music that Pol hadn’t quite realized before.
He sat on a bench under a small tree and looked about at the pathway and the vibrant
borders.Someone pushed hard in the back, enough to spill him onto the gravel path. He heard
laughing and wondered which of his brothers had played with him this time. He hadn’t even had
an opportunity to prepare his mind to act calm and friendly.“Only you, My Prince?” Paki said,
grinning, as he leaned against the tree and swept the cloth hat from his head in a bow. “I hope
you’re not hurt.” A look of concern replaced his grin.Pol got to his feet, brushing the gravel from
his knees and hands. “Nothing permanent.” He tried to say it as seriously as he could, showing
him the abrasions on his palms.Paki winced and bowed his head. “I’m sorry.”After giving his
friend a mock glare, Pol broke into a smile. “Don’t be. I would have expected much worse
from…”Paki raised a hand to keep Pol from continuing. “I know,” Paki’s gaze went up to the
castle. He turned back to Pol and put his foot on the bench, facing Pol. “What brings you to my
domain?”“Your father’s. You still don’t strike me as the gardener type.”Paki frowned, but then
brightened. “To tell you the truth, neither does my Dad. I’m his apprentice until further notice,
though. He’s teaching me how to be a scout, but a scout who knows all the plants in the forest.
I’ll get to know what can be used for healing and which herbs for cooking,” Paki got closer to Pol
and looked around, “and what can be used for poisons.” He jerked his head. “I’ll not be letting
someone get to me again.”“I’d like to get in on that instruction,” Pol said, “but I’m afraid my father
won’t allow it.”Paki puffed out his chest. “Did you ask him?”Pol laughed. “Why would I do
that?”“You won’t know if he doesn’t allow it if you haven’t made the effort to ask.”Pol wondered
about that. He made the effort to ask his mother about taking the Borstall throne, but perhaps
that question was impertinent. “Knowledge is power.”“What?” Paki said. “Where did that come
from?”“Something that I learned from Mistress Farthia. I guess I’ve been learning more
statesmanship than I thought. Your learning woodcraft along with your gardening gives you more
knowledge. Maybe no one would give you a chance to be a scout if you didn’t have that
knowledge. It’s the same thing ruling a country, supposedly, but you really don’t get the chance if
you’re not born the right way.”Paki sat down next to him. “Born the right way? You’re a prince by
birth. Doesn’t that count for anything?”“Not to my siblings. They have the birthright, but I’m afraid
all I have is the knowledge.”“Then why don’t you make use of your knowledge?”Pol considered
the question in his own mind. What knowledge did he have that would make him valuable to
anyone? His father said he was smart, but then he dismissed Pol in the next sentence as too
weak. Maybe knowledge wasn’t the source of all power.Suddenly he knew he’d have to seek out
Kelso Beastwell. He needed the kind of knowledge that he could use in his own defense, and



Kelso could teach him how to use weapons and build up his strength. He might not get strong,
but his father had all but told him that he was useless in his present state. Malden Gastoria told
him that he wouldn’t get a lot stronger, but one didn’t necessarily need strength. If Amonna and
Honna could get some training in, so could Pol.“You’re thinking again,” Paki said as he gently
shook Pol’s shoulder.“Keep shaking. I think you’ve dislodged an important thought. Why don’t
you give me a more detailed tour of the garden? It sure is colorful.”Pol spent the next few hours
roaming around the garden until Siggon called Paki away. He sat down on another bench and
was trying to fix in his mind what he had just discovered when Malden Gastoria walked up to
him.“Lunch in my rooms, Prince Poldon,” Malden said. “I came out when I overheard that you
were noticed wandering the gardens by certain people.” He flashed his eyes towards the
castle.~The magician’s rooms were on the other side of the castle from the Royal Family’s
quarters. The walk wore Pol out a bit, but he made it without a single wheeze. It seemed that he
had nearly recovered from his poisoning.“Come in,” Malden said. “You haven’t been here before,
have you?”Pol shook his head.“No revived corpses or boiling blood here, I’m afraid. We will be
talking about magic, however. In fact, I’d like to test you to see what kind of potential you
have.”“Me? I’m no magician.”Malden squinted his eyes and took Pol’s hand. His eyes went
unfocused for a moment, and then he looked at Pol. “You can be, you know. It takes a certain
mind, and I’m sure you have that kind of mind. Your siblings don’t, except for Grostin, perhaps,
and I’d never teach him anything.”“Refuse to teach a prince?” Pol said.“I’d leave your father’s
service first. That is between you and me, right?” Malden said it so calmly, but Pol’s heart began
to race at the implications in the magician’s words.“You don’t trust him? His mind is too
devious?”Malden nodded. “Let’s leave it at that.” He took a portfolio from his bookshelf. His
books were haphazardly arranged. Mistress Wissingbel’s bookshelves in the classroom were a
model of orderliness. He untied the two strings that held a number of thick pages.“I want you to
examine this board intently. Tell me what you see.” Malden pulled what he called a board from
the portfolio. Someone had painstakingly painted lots of different colored dots on a black
background. Pol couldn’t see the point of the exercise, and he let Malden know it.“Patience.
Keep looking. There is a pattern in there, and I want you to tell me what it is.”Pol put the board on
his lap. He leaned over and squinted his eyes and looked quickly from one side to the other to
see if he could pick up something, but the dots still looked like dots.“You have to let your eyes
take over. Don’t try too hard, or you will fail.”“Fail?” Pol said. “I either pass or fail this test?”Malden
nodded. “I’ll give you a few more moments.” He stepped to a rope pull and jerked it three times,
twice. “I have called for lunch. They always give me more than enough for two, so we’ll get
enough to eat. I’m afraid I may not eat quite as fancily-made food as you do.”“It’s all right,” Pol
said, waving his hand, still concentrating on the board. He rubbed his eyes and kept them
closed. Relax, he told himself. He opened his eyes and something materialized. It was a
shape… an animal?“I saw something! Am I doing magic?”Malden shook his head. “No. This is
all preliminary to your testing. Keep looking until you can see the shape as long as you look at it.
A momentary flash is insufficient.” He picked up a book on a side table and began to read.Pol



closed his eyes again and relaxed, just as he had the first time. He took a deep breath and
slowly opened his eyes. He cried out in frustration, but then let his eyes relax without closing
them and all of a sudden the shape of a horse appeared in front of him.“It’s a horse! I can see it.
Not very well drawn, though.”Malden lifted his eyes from the book and nodded his head. “Take
the next one and tell me what that is. It’s the same technique. It is very hard to create an image
with the dots, so give the illustrator some latitude, that’s a good prince.” He went back to reading
as Pol pulled the next board from the portfolio.It took him half the time to figure out the image,
and then he flew through the others once he had the technique down.“Good. You passed the
first qualifier. If you can’t detect the pattern, then your mind just won’t be able to handle the
magic technique. Rest for a bit until our lunch is delivered.” Malden pointed to a couch on the
other side of the room.Malden had to wake him when lunch finally arrived. Pol rubbed his eyes.
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C. Au, “Good read for those loving underdog stories. What happens when a prince born with a
birth defect that makes him physically weak is seen as a threat to ascension to a throne by his
siblings? Bullying and then assassination attempts, that's what. Good thing Prince Pol is
intelligent and overly mature for his young age and he has some very solid allies who help him
avert death. Of course the path through this nest of adders is sometimes bloody and not without
losses. As he tries to weave a safe path through treacherous waters, Prince Pol learns about
patterns in life around him and is able to extend that to basic magic which helps him survive
overwhelming odds. By the end of the story he's learned a few hard truths, especially that friends
are more trustworthy than the people he called family.While I sometimes found it difficult to fully
accept the murderous motivations of all his siblings, the story was otherwise believable and did
a decent job of keeping you in suspense for the next plot he'd have to overcome. There were
moments in the middle where the pacing slowed down but then it would pick back up as another
plot to take the prince's life happened. I guess the only other negative I came across was a lack
of feeling any real emotion when some people died.I liked how there were multiple mini plot arcs
yet an overall arc that was solved right before the end, making for a decent conclusion. And yet
there are a few mysteries sprinkled in to make the reader want to read more, but without creating
a serious cliffhanger that would make you want to scream.I liked the pattern take on magic and
felt the world building was in general pretty decent. I also felt the magic was fairly well balanced
with the kid's current set of foes - not too overpowered. And while he came up with new ways to
use his ability, he was also limited in how much he could do. Though I'm sure he will increase in
power over the next books and can't wait to see him eventually return and kick some butt!In
summary, I liked this story well enough to want book 2 and I'm going to take a look at the other
books this author has published. If you are looking for a 'puny kid overcoming severe odds using
his intellect and developing magic' type story, then this is one you'll probably enjoy.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Type of Fiction I Crave. I am a picky reader, so it is difficult to find a
story that has all of the right elements to captivate me but this series has all of the things I'm
interested in.A fantastical world with a unique depiction of magic…checkPolitical intrigue that
encompasses multiple lands…..checkClear and careful pacing…………………………………
checkResourceful and kind Male Protagonist………………..check This story explains just
enough so that you understand the fantasy concepts but leaves enough unanswered questions,
so that you can't help but want to read more. I also appreciate the attention to plot from moment
to moment instead of event to event. In other words, the story actually allows the reader to spend
time with the characters and get to know their day to day struggles, without constantly shifting
focus to other problems, or over the top full world issues. The author has a specific arc for each
book and sees it through to the end.My only qualm with this series, as well as some of the other
series Mr. Antibes has produced, is the editing. There are just too many instances where



sentences either use the wrong words to complete the thought, or leave out one or more key
coordinating conjunctions, at which point the reader has to infer what the author meant to
say.Despite this issue I stand by my 5 star rating because the story deserves it. Can't wait for
book 4!”

M. Taube, “Guy knows how to write a great story. This book tells a great story. Young Pol, living in
a body that will most certainly die early, learns he's special and through perseverance and good
friends, tries to better himself. Guy's strength is writing the story, and it's captivating from the
moment I started reading to the very end. My only issue is that the 'magic' is secondary to the
story and thus isn't explained fully. We get bits and pieces but never enough to satisfy the 'how
does it work' kind of people.  I definitely recommend this book!”

Geoff, “So you can tell I liked them. A good page turning and not not .... I have read six of of the
seven books in this series and I'm 70% through the seventh, I'll have to find a quality moment to
read the conclusion. So you can tell I liked them. A good page turning and not not too heavy
read.”

Ktesis, “A great read. This has been a fabulous find! The hero is a sickly young prince
surrounded by siblings who are out to get him. But unlike them he has magic on his side.
Looking forward to the next instalment.”

alistair samson, “Top notch bit of fun. I liked this a lot well worth the time. Like a lot of coming of
age books it follows a fairly predictable but very enjoyable path. I would recommend it”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 258 people have provided feedback.
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